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The place to meet—we're there a lot 
A scene of battle—the painted Rock, 
() 
Ye Old Quakers founded our college 
In the year nineteen hundred and one. 
What they started then were new ideas, 
And traditions they now have become. 
Ye Old Founders Hall stands as a symbol, 
For it has seen Poets pass thru the years. 
Ye Old Victory Bell hangs in the belfry, 
And its ring brings much joy and some tears. 
The great Rock is plastered with soot and tears 
From wars between Freshmen and Sophs; 
While the old Senior Bench bids good-bye to the ones 
Who will soon bid adieu to the Profs. 
At holiday time the people come 
From miles around to see 
A sparkling, colorful, beautiful sight - 
Our lighted Christmas tree. 
These last two years have seen much change 
Made 'round our campus true. 
A brand new women's dorm was built 
And the Administration Annex too. 
All Ye Poets soon will have 
A Student Union, new; 
And the chapel for which we long have wished 
Will soon be a dream come true. 
Yes, we have our traditions, 
For which we're mighty proud; 
And we have our additions, 
That make us shout out loud! 
We're all so proud of Poetville, 
So when you read this book -- 
Recall for what we Poets strive: 
"Tradition, with a Forward Look." 
T_kD I T ION VTT  
:S-4 IFORWAPD .LOOK 
Robert H. Dill Whittier College Photographer 
To Mr. Robert Dl!, the person above all others who makes the yearbook possible, 
we dedicate the 1957 Acropolis. Mr. Dill came to Whittier in 1944 and since that time 
he has become tradition personified on the Quaker Campus. Every person from the low-
liest Freshman to the top Administrator knows him and accepts him as an important 
part of college life. This acceptance enables him to capture even the most informal 
shots in his camera's eye. 
Mr. Dill is willing to do almost anything to obtain an unusual picture for the stu-
dent publications. Many are the times he has been called out of his home late in the 
evening to record informal parties or unusual scenes. Many, also, are the injuries he 
has received while taking these pictures, such as falling off a ladder at Poet Theater 
or getting knocked over at football games. Football, incidentally, is Mr. Dill's favorite 
sport and for ten years he never missed a game. 
Mr. Dill has been quoted as saying of 'Whittier College personnel, "It has been 
the nicest group of people I have worked with and played with in my life." May we 
echo you Mr. Diil in saying that you are the best and most dependable photographer 
that we have ever been privileged to work with. 
Right: THIS IS the perennial view of Mr. Dill 
that most Whittier College students see. 
Below: MR. DILL examines one of the thou-
sands of pictures he has taken for the publica-
tions of 'Whittier College. 
Ile 11[dil on 
And standing high upon the hill is a sight that's known to all; 
Twas built by our Uuaker fathers and 'tis known as Founders Hall. 
5 
At Christmas time we Poets see— 
A beautifully lighted Christmas tree. 
7 
'Tis only for the Seniors-we all must wait our turn- 
To 
n-
 sit beneath its shelter while we talk or rest or learn. 
8 
Administration 
President Paul S. Smith 
10 
President 
Robert Reinstedt 
Marjorie Gregg 
President Paul Smith brought new and dramatic concepts 
to the continuing development of 'Whittier College. This  
included the steady growth of North Campus into an integral 
part of College life, the transition of Berkley 'Way and East 
Philadelphia Streets into campus arterials, and a marked 
increase in the financial strength of the institution. Dr. 
Smith's profound interpretation of Whittier College has 
reached its many components in the nation through his wide-
spread public addresses and the offices which he holds in 
important educational associations. 
The administrative personnel of Whittier College is alert 
to student needs and interests. The indispensable participation 
of these persons is evidence of this alertness. Dr. Harold 
Spencer, Dean of Whittier College, is concerned with the 
college's internal administration, one aspect of which is the 
curriculum. Mr. Reinstedt, Dean of Students, is known to 
Whittier Poets as men's counselor and advisor to Student 
Exec and other campus committees. Dean of Women, Miss 
Marjorie Gregg, graciously and conscientiously serves as 
advisor to many Women's service organizations, Inter-society 
Council, and Inter-dormitory Committee. 
Harold F. Spencer 
PRESIDENT SMITH and Dean Gregg converse 
with new students and their parents during Orienta-
tion Week registration. Deans 
11 
Evelyn Biddle 
Joseph Rawlinson 
Raymond Lentzsch Gordon MacRae 
Rosalie O'Herron 
Evelyn Clark, R.N. and Dr. Joseph Bradford 
Usually to be found with the business manager was Mr. 
Rawlinson. auditor of the books. Presiding over all money 
matters was Mr. MacRae. Mrs. Biddle, registrar, saw to it 
that grades were given to the right people and that seniors 
were sure of graduating. Mr. Lentzsch. director of public 
relations, sent out information about Whittier College to 
places near and far. Mrs. O'Herron did her part in the 
Campus inn by planning tasty meals for us. The team of 
Bradford and Clark worked to keep us healthy. 
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George Tenopir 
Robert OBrien 
ARILYN BONHAM takes time out from the rigors of registra-
to talk to her dad, Coach Bonham. and Dean Spencer. 
"The man at the Spot" — that was Mr. Clft. Besides his 
job there, Mr. CIft assisted in directing athletics. Doing 
most of the planning for Homecoming was Mr. O'Brien, Di-
rector of Alumni Relations. Taking charge of the commence-
ment luncheon, keeping former students informed with his 
editing of "The Rock," and helping students find jobs were 
some of his duties. Mr. Tenopir. as Director of Admissions, 
answered many questions about our college, visited numerous 
high 5h00I5, and supervised the yearly Campus Day. Dr. 
Whitten, head librarian, also served as counselor on veteran's 
affairs. 
Benjamin Whitten 
Robert Clft 
Administraturs 
IS 
LIBRARIANS—Vcln,a Powers and Roth Wyrn. 
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Our mothers away from home were th 
women who checked to see that everyone wa 
in, who handed out specials, who listened ti 
problems and gave advice when it was aske 
for, and, especially at \Wanberg, expected any 
thing at any time. 
Librarians and student assistants worked to 
gether keeping books in order, checking ou 
two-week and reserve books, and just hem 1  
helpful. 
DORM MOTHERS—Row 1—Hazel Stanton, Anne Sicibbens, Harriet Ferguson. 
Helen Bumstead, Madeline Thompson. Ron' 2—Ruth Martelle, Nancy Heidrich, 
Gladys Heitman. 
Essential to the care of any well-groomed 
college are the maintenance men. A look in 
any building or on the campus and you could 
find them, unlocking doors for forgetful stu-
dents, putting the sprinklers to work, mowing 
the lawns, arranging chairs and keeping the 
classrooms neat and clean. Each had his 
specific job to do and each did it well. 
MAINTENANCE MEN—Row 1—Leslie England, James Enlow, Harry Whittaker. William E. Overholt, Henry Hundley. Row 2 
—Cyrus Book, Frank Fulton, Floyd Mengel, Marvin Lawson, James Shelton, Martin Christianson. Ron, 5—vVilliam Crow, Wilber 
Bonenberger. William Parks, John Bowman, Harry Rupp, Estes Browning. 
As much a part of our on-campus lives as the 
dorms we live in and very good friends of all 
of us are the housekeepers who kept the dorms 
spick and span. They could be found vacuum-
ing the lounges, giving out sheets and pillow-
cases, emptying wastebaskets, or just having a 
friendly talk with one of the students. 
HOUSEKEEPERS—R00 1—Nellie Enlow, Lucy Switzer, Frances Parky, Amy Hynd-
man. R00 2-.R0tl1 Ramsey, Mary Wililmoif, Catherine Chiaravsullc, Maggie Bell. 
A way to ANY student's heart is 
through his stomach. At least this is 
what the Campus Inn cooks decided. 
Working closely with the waiters 
and waitresses, they concocted a 
variety of good-tasting dishes. 
COOKS—Loretta Overholt, Agnes Sercl, Vera Smith, Mabel Carey, Peggy Webb, Nettie Ledbetter, 
lyona Males, Buc'la Russell, Margaret 
In charge of mainte-
nance of the college was 
Mr. Hundlev, who kept 
things going efficiently 
and well and kept stu-
dents happy at the same 
time. 
 
THE ADMINISTRATIVE Annex is one of the concrete symbols 
progress on our campus. 
Assistants Henry Hundley —Superintendent 
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Ethel Siegfried, Shirley Hill, Bertha Hodgkinson. \Wilberta King. 
Stella Pierce, Edna Ferrin, Clara Dallas. 
Loretta Malone, Ethel Parker, Mary Burke, Florence Clark, Linda Van Vleet. 
Whether it was keeping busy at the 
switchboard, answering phones, mimeo-
graphing tests for each and every prof, 
putting grades on students' permanent 
records, giving out convo cuts, or a vari-
ety of other things, the secretaries certain-
ly did their share to keep records straight 
and contribute to the smooth running of 
the college. Alumni and publicity offices 
also ran smoothly, thanks to these admin-
istrative assistants. 
Assi'staills 
O 
J-. 
Lois Sword 
Herbert Fougner 
William Raab 
Leila Armstrong 
JOhfl lri'ht 
Homer Hurst 
Training leaders for the public schools is the aim of the Education De-
partment. Each year well-trained adults with a General Elementary, 
General Secondary, or Kindergarten-Primary credential go out into their 
profession with knowledge and experience. 'Whittier College also offers 
courses leading toward special credentials in Physical Education, Music, 
and Home Economics, as well as Jr. High School, and Administration. 
The features of the Education Department are the Broadoals Nursery-
Kindergarten School under the directorship of Miss Rice, and the Reading 
Clinic under Miss Armstrong. The Teacher Placement Bureau works very 
closely with this department in seeking jobs for our prospective educators. 
C.S.T.A.—Row 1—Rowena Anderson, Dora Guerrero, Saranne Leong, Chris Earley, Jackie Lime, Pat Titus, Barbara Ondrasik, Laura Lou Daus. Row 2—
Kt Reedall, Dorothea Gregg, Dorothy Ogan, Ellen Fisk, Ann Maccubbin, Sylvia Ann Miller, Adrienne Rogers, Carol Bcnnetts. Row 3—Meta Mitchell, presi-
dent; Joan \Vollenden, Carol Giles, Doria Bonomi, Cleta Smith, Selma Barta, Dr. Fougner. 
C.S.T.A. helps to formulate more professional thoughts and mature 
knowledge on the part of the future teachers of America. This was 
accomplished this year by panel discussions, their annual drive to help 
the Koreans, and a constant relaxed relationship with the faculties 
of various schools. The C.S.T.A. year concluded with the student-
faculty picnic. 
Martha Reynolds 
Veola Neely 
Mabel Rice 
	 Education 
ORCHESTRA DIRECTOR, Ruth Harolcison, is shown taking a well deserved bow during one of the tremendous per-
formances. 
The orchestra, under the direction of Ruth Haroidson, 
combined forces with the choir this year to present an 
exciting Spring Bach Concert. Among the many other 
programs in which the orchestra participated was the an-
nual Christmas Convo. Margaretha Lohmann, head of the 
department, participated as a piano soloist in many faculty 
recitals. Eugene Riddle, director of the A Cappella Choir, 
also taught music methods to future teachers. 
hrolcl STe1 I,d 
William Dale 
 
Margaretha Lohmann 
0 
Ruth Haroidson 
Floyd Stancliff 
Eugene Riddle 
The music department's pep band kept 
up the spirit at football games this year 
by unusual costumes and lots of music. 
Dr. William Dale taught many students 
the principles of theory such as harmony 
and counterpoint while also giving them 
deeper personal appreciation of music. 
Floyd Stancliff helped his flutists to de-
velop better techniques through hours of 
practice. Jerold Shepherd taught the his-
tory of opera and coached voice students. 
Joseph Di Tullio taught cello and also 
took part in faculty recitals. 
THE BAND, under the direction of Vester Glenn, performs at half-time 
of the Whittier-Cal-Tech game Hallowe'en weekend. 
 
Joseph Di Tll0 
A CAPPELLA CHOIR—Row 1—Sari Kane, Geri Hargis, Carol Burr, Charlotte Owens, Mary Wolfe, Pam Sherman, Jan Holm, Jacquie Wilson, Barbara 
Simonton, Alison Riddle, Cheryl Boote, Jan Jordan, Mr. Riddle. Row 2—Jackie Lime, Luana Milligan. Yvonne Fitz, Darold Gress, Mike Armer, Don Wesner, 
Jim Marsters, Frank Sekeris, Ron V's'esner, Marvin Read, Juley Scharer, Karel Houtz, Marjorie Parker, Marge Raney. Row 3-Phyllis Luther, Alice Hewlett, 
Sharon Rosson, Barbara Morgan, Phyllis Winslow, Donna Searing, Diane Passage, Jacquie Stanley, Karla Lee, Jeanne Howard, L05 Roop, Arline Votaw, 
Pauline Rayburn, Sharon Watts. Row 4—Paul Brewer, Bill Thomas, Bob Perry, Dan McCaughna, Blake Runcorn, Neill Richards, Roger Fredrickson, Warren 
Newman, Bill Turner, Bruce McClelland, Dave Bolick, Wayne Allen. 
This year's A Cappella Choir was one of the finest choirs Whittier 
College has ever had. Under the direction of Mr. Eugene Riddle, the 
members practiced until their repertoire of folk songs, spirituals, 
novelties, and classicals was nearly perfect-. The choir traveled all 
over, making many appearances before service groups in churches and 
in Disneyland. The highlight of the year was the annual tour to 
northern California, where they performed in such places as San 
Mateo and Oakland, and were enthusiastically acclaimed. 
MR. RIDDLE baits the choir with "I 
bet you a nickel you won't get it right 
this time." 
NEW SOUNDS are created by choir officers, Frank Sel<eris, Ron \Vesner, Dan 
McCaughna, Phyllis Winslow, Alison Riddle, Warren Newman, and Marge Raney. 
2 
James Merrill 
Wayne Miller 
SOPH. SOC. SC!. COACHES—Row i—Barbara Ondrasik, Marlene Dreher, Shannon Mihid. Row 2-
Roger Spear, Sally Ehinger, Peggy Parker, Kay Turley, Mary Wyatt, Roger Fredrickson. Row 3—Ray 
Cubberly, Art Seidelnian, \Vade Holland, Neill Richards. Row 4—Vince Deveney, Dr. Merrill, John 
Lindquist, Gordon Dierks. 
"Time marches on, modifying old systems." The subject matter of the integrated 
Social Science courses offers ample proof of this quotation, as well as do the changes 
within the History Department itself. Dr. H. Clarence Nixon, prominent historian 
and political scientist from Vanderbilt University, spent the year with us as a 
visiting professor. Another change in the department was the absence of Dr. Harry 
Nerhood, who during this year traveled through the Far and Middle East. Dr. 
Wayne Miller taught the Freshman Social Science course in Dr. Nerhood's 
absence. 
   
   
THE FORWARD look on our campus is exemplified by these plans for a 
modern social science laboratory. 
  
History 
 
Clarence Nixon 
  
ERUDITION AND relaxation blend in this out-
of-doors meeting of the History of Philosophy 
class. 
Robert Bobilin 
A search for real meaning by the 
students led to a close fellowship 
and informality in the Religion De-
partment. Dr. Connick, the world 
traveler, gave interest to his courses 
by supplementing seminars and term 
papers with his personal observa-
tions and slides. Some of the depart-
ment's majors have had marked suc-
cess in the top-ranking theological 
schools of the country; some have 
secured fellowships and have gradu-
ated summa cum laude. 
Nellie Slater 
Handles to understand the world . . . naturalism, theism, transcendentalism, 
empiricism, rationalism . . . Reflection and discussion to test our ideas and see how 
we fit into and contribute to our world . . . These are the chores of philosophy. 
Philosophy students traced the intersecting lines of great men and ideas from the 
past, with their focus on the conflicts and changes in present life. Men who had 
great ideas, who pondered, wrote, and acted on them, and how students can use 
their heritage in their present search for adequate personal, social and intellectual 
standards for our time were brought out in this department. 
4 
Religion Philosophy 
Jerry Patton 
Kenneth Wright 
Eugene Mills 
Paul Albrecht 
Observations of neurotic and psychotic 
patients in a mental hospital, experiments 
as a recreational therapist, and discussions 
of mental hygiene provided interesting 
and sometimes surprising experiences for 
students in Psychology. The staff, with the 
new addition of Kenneth Wright, carries 
on a well-rounded program in child de-
velopment, tests and measurements, and 
normal and abnormal personalities. A 
reference room maintained by the depart-
ment gives Psychology students materials 
for term papers and detailed information 
plus an opportunity to experiment. 
STUDENTS CHEERED as 
Jerry Patton cut off his beard 
after speaking in convo. 
Finding out how people in our own and 
other societies live, working with others, 
taking field trips and visiting an Indian 
Reservation gave insight of human nature 
to sociology students. This year the de-
partment developed a graduate research 
laboratory, which is shared with the So-
cial Science Department. Sixteen gradu-
ate students participated in this first year 
program. 
Robert O'Brien 	 Lee Brooks 
Psychology Sociology 
ii 
Wallace Newman 
Richard Spangler 
BUSINESS THEORY comes to life as many students, such as 
Barbara Marr. work in the college's administrative offices. 
Explaining the importance of money and the way it is handled 
is only a small portion of these very closely related fields. The 
professors kept busy this year teaching double-entry bookkeeping 
and balance sheets and contemporary economic trends to prospec-
tive accountants, statisticians, and economists. Teaching the gen-
eral background of American economy and methods and group 
and individual projects gave an over-all view of many situations 
in current modern business and a basis for working in the business 
world today preparing students for the needs of aircraft, insurance, 
and other industries. 
Jesse Robinson Paul Schroeder 
Business Ad. Eunumis 
SONGLEADERS AND a parade greeted former Student Body President Richard Nixon 
as he returned to 'Whittier during his national campaign. 
The department of Political Science and International Relations presents a 
general curriculum of cultural and civic value and provides a background in civil 
and international administration, business, journalism, teaching, law, research, and 
public relations. With twice as many majors in this department as previously, it 
has expanded its seminar classes and has added new courses. in addition to this, 
the department sponsors two campus organizations, the Political Science Honor 
Society and the Whittier College Model United Nations. 
John Schutz 
	
J. William Robinson 
	
Ben Burnett 
Political 5m, pi'llp 
2 
FIRST-HAND EXPERIMENTS in the laboratory make zoology 
more meaningful. 
Tom Harriss 
Lois James 
BIOLOGY CLUB—Ron, i-B0b Rivers, Ed VYynkoop, Roberta Garrett, president; Claire Neal, 
Peggy Shoup, Donna Curry. R0 2-13ernie Berger, Meredith Kimball, Bob Patterson, ha Foster, Dave 
Beebe. Row 5—Mary Pat Powell, Carol Pindle, Karen Stalians. Margery Brown, Ed Rae. Row 4—
Eloise Bombalicki, Alice Hewlett, Elizabeth Buse, JoAnn Barry, Glenna Hunt, Nkem Ifeagwu, Don 
Alford. Row 5—Phyllis Luther, Lois James, David Stiller, Gene LaBlond, Ronald Sclinitgcr, Richard 
Williams. R011 6—Stan Davis, Gary Golf, Dr. Harriss, B0h [case. 
Biology 
28 
Besides becoming well acquainted with 
the common frog, biology students learn 
many other phases of science to prepare 
them for a career in medicine, research or 
teaching. Biology club activities included 
field trips to surrounding areas, a dinner 
held each semester, and at the end of the 
year, the Senior Dinner prepared and 
given by the faculty and graduate stu-
dents. 
Inez Hull 
EVEN POURING rain didn't interrupt Beach Leighton's lecture 
about Sutter's Fort on the spring field trip. 
The Geology Department offers 
many courses of field work, en-
abling student geologists to study 
problems of oil structures and 
mining properties at first hand. 
Highlights of the year for majors 
and Geology Club members was 
the annual spring field trip to 
Yosemite and the Mother Lode 
country of northern California. 
 
GEOLOGY CLUB—Row 1—Chuck Scropitz, Leroy Anderson, Jim Olson, Chuck 
Hasley, Jerry Jertberg, Ron Klepper, Frank Z01l, Dick Montgomery. Row 2—
Gerry Crosby, Bob Jameson, Dick Chamberlain, Blake Ramsey, Bob Enzweiler, 
Paul Cheves, Denton Sanke, Bob Sanford, Dave Adams, Harold Hickok, Paul 
Downer, Fred Slater. Row 3—Beach Leighton, Jim Murphy, Larry Cann, Dick 
Ferguson. Richard Magor. Bill Iselin. Ted Thatcher, Don Crawford. 
 
1'1PU1Uqy Beach Leighton 
 
Gladys Stevenson 	 Frances Schroeder 	 Drusilla Swinton 
The Home Economics Department was active in the classroom as well as out. Mrs. 
Frances Hoffmann was a newcomer to the department's faculty who helped students pre-
pare for valuable careers in teaching, dietetics, and business. Outside the class, girls put 
their classroom experience to practice in the Home Economics Club by planning many ac-
tivities such as the reception for Father's Day, a fashion show for campus day visitors, par-
ticipation in Mother's Day, and helping a family in the community as a project. 
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB—Row I—Virginia Buck, Alice Dixon, Shirley Creasey, Betty McCulloch, Mary Cochran, Nancy Sharpe. Cathy 
Agnew, Marge Raney, Rosalie O'Herron, Marlene Dreher, president; Drusilla Swinton, Gladys Stevenson. Row 2—Carla Brandt, Phil Henley, 
Karol Houtz, Carol Draper, Lois FitzGerald, Nancy Nicholson, Carol Jordalsl, Carol McLeod, Diane Selvala. Row 3—Judy Osborn, Gwen Vaden, 
Anita Glenn, Luene Holmes, Barbara Nagel. Row 4-Lynn Livenspire, Natalie Kennedy, Deanna Daly, Marilyn Wyatt, Yvonne Wyatt, Janet 
McGraw, Louise Nieclnseyer, Sue Scruton, George Lindrum, Mrs. Schroeder, Don Schroeder. Row 5—Lois Nisbet, Libby Kirk, Betsy Coan. Ann 
Larson, Florence Otto. Row 6—Barbara Kinsman, Joyce Spaulding, Elizabeth Kaliler, Marilyn 'Wrench. Evelyn Grossbans, Irene Alba, Leslie Sloan, 
Betty Gosse, Diane Johnston, Marion Schwander. 
home Economics 
io 
Language 
Whether it's bon jour, buenos dias, or 
guten tag - they all mean "good day" to 
someone in the language department. 
With more and more use being made of 
language laboratory techniques in foreign 
language instruction, students came closer 
to their goals of fluency in everyday speak-
ing. Even pre-school children at Broad-
oaks got into the act when a new program 
of instruction in French was begun with 
these children. Under the auspices of the 
Liberal Arts Center for Adults, a program 
of adult education in French was put 
under way. Various social functions 
rounded out the program. 
Evelyn Brignull 
James Marshall 
Marianne Marx 
PAT YONEDA, Darlene Powers, and Edith Mathews prepare a 
model French village according to Ihe specifications brought hack from 
abroad by Dr. Marshall. 
Lorine Prochaska 	 Mary Anne Lively 	 Edit], Pine 
WOMEN'S P. E. 
	 Andreatta, Lorine Prochaska, Marilyn Gore, Louise 
McMillan, Marlene Catlin, Charlene Catlin. 
Aubrey Bonham 
George Allen 
CAPHERS—Row 1—Louise McMillan, Haunai Judd, Margaret Bannerman, Jan Jordan, Diana Kane, Suzie Gillespie, president; Bernie Berger. Row 2—
Roberta Hodge, Marge Williams, Janet MacKerras, Merge Hutson, Gussie Andreatta. Row 3—Marilyn Gore, Bob Rivers, Bill Lescher, Ralph Tallant. Row 
4—Mary Anne Lively, Morrie Fox, Betty Ann Baptiste, Dick Beam. Row 5—Lorine Prochaska, John Ogle, Elmer Johnson, Ted Staples, Dean Spencer, Jim 
Sutton. 
Physical education this year was conducted 
with the stress on co-educational activities. Fresh-
man girls over a period of two semesters became 
familiar with volleyball, hockey, speed-ball, speed-
a-way, and softball. The P.E. department and the 
school gained Don Coryell as football coach and 
professor of physical education upon the resigna-
tion of George Allen. Another new addition to the 
department was Mrs. Edith Pine, who, among 
other things, taught future teachers methods of 
presenting game and rhythm skills to school chil-
dren. CAPHERS carried on with activities for 
health, recreation, and physical education. 
Elmer Johnson 
 
Physical Education 
I 
BOB HARTMAN concentrates on making a strike as the rest of 
	
MARILYN YATES seems to be think- 
the team wait for their chance. 	 ing, "I'll pick up that spare this time!" 
MODERN DANCE classes encouraged self-expression and culminated in the dance production, "Flight Into 
Fantasy." in the spring. 
34 
After completing one year of 
freshman P.E., students looked 
forward to choosing the sport they 
would like to take part in and 
learn. There were classes for be-
ginners and for more advanced 
students, some of which were co-
educational. The modern dance 
classes showed their talents in a 
dance production for the school. 
Bowling, tennis, and swimming 
were three very popular courses. 
One that gained great popularity 
was the tumbling class, which 
had a new trampoline to try out. 
ENJOYMENT IN using the new trampoline is very adequately shown by the 
facial expressions of these students. 
UP, UP and over is the 
order of the day as a hack 
flip is executed on the 
trampoline. 
Physical E licatioull [lasses 
BASIC COMMUNICATION COACHES—Row 1—Elaine Smith, Roger Fredrickson, Art Seidelman, Mary 
Waldren. Row 2—Gilbert McEwen, Corrine Johnson, Vince Deveney, Nancy Koehier, Margaret- Breckenridge, 
Jerry McKinnon, Sally Ehinger, Muffle Betker, Dennis Musselman. 
"'When Basic is over," is a familiar saying 
heard among the Frosh. After plowing through 
Hamlet and having a thorough understanding of 
that famous soliloquy, using Occum's Razor to 
clear up fuzzy thinking, swimming through an 
ocean of whales in Moby Dick and learning 
groups of seven's and three's, we find ourselves 
very much involved, but much the wiser in the end. 
The English Department strives to bring about an 
integrated understanding of life for students by 
having a better appreciation of the arts. 
Albert Upton 
Gilbert McEwen 
JAN JORDAN and Diana Kane tackle the Freshman's ever-present 
problem—that Basic classification! 
English 
Roberta Forsberg 
Elnora Laughlin 
FINE ARTS ASSISTANTS—Barbara Opdale, Ray Cubberly, 
Sally Ehinger. 
Fun and first-hand experience supplemented taking 
notes in lecture and outlining texts in the Aesthetics 
Department. Dr. Forsberg, together with her coaches, 
brought "The Arts and Humanity" to Whittier College 
sophomores. Students formulated their own definitions 
of art and learned to apply them to things around them. 
Students learned to recognize the works of famous 
painters and musicians. Many poets became familiar 
with art galleries, concerts, and productions like "Okla-
homa" and "Peter Pan" as a result. 
This department is an important member in the inte-
gration program, being the introductory basis for the  
fine arts program. 
CAPTAIN QUEEQ, alias Art Seidelman, is sketched By student 
artist Mike Elder. 
Proof of the capabilities of students of 
the Art Department could be seen in the 
Campus Inn, where studies of perception, 
sketches, oils, and water paintings were 
displayed over the two semesters. Majors 
learned the skills and techniques for 
bringing a scene to life on canvas, and 
future teachers were amazed at the pos-
sibilities for co-ordinating art with the 
rest of the curriculum in kindergarten and 
elementary school. Majors painted to mu-
sic and put their concepts of it on paper 
with bold bright dashes of color or quiet 
subdued pastels. Much personal satisfac-
tion and creative enjoyment was gained 
from this department. 
Apsthplill"']IS Art 
3; 
FOUNDATION SOCIETY—Sandy Thomas, Bill Morton, "Waldo," 
Shelley Giles, "Spike," Dr. David Bender, Alan Cole, Jerry Rapier, John 
Russell. 
Talking and working in the realm of derivatives 
and integrals of algebraic and transcendental 
functions, polar coordinates, volumes, centroids, 
hydrostatic pressure, and Gamma functions were 
mathematics students. Many of the majors put 
their knowledge to use by coaching freshman phy-
sical science classes. By graduation majors are 
able to read mathematic literature in French or 
German and to compute a great variety of equa-
tions and formulas. This department is in close 
conjunction with the physics and chemistry de-
partments. 
Elmer Moots 
Randolph Pyle 
Students interested in physics soon 
found their nook in Provident Hall. 
The Foundation Society was the club for 
them, too, where meetings featured guests 
speaking on such things as electric com-
puters. A new engineering program with 
Stanford and U.S.C. was set up to enable 
students to get a BA from Whittier and a 
BS from the School of Engineering in 
either of these universities. 
Ben Davis 	 David Bender 
IN/Iatheiiiatics Physics 
     
BLISTERS AND scars often result from work in the chemistry lab, but the 
experience is well worth the injuries. 
 
 
Roy Newsom 
The place of strange smelts, much excitement and many concoctions and experiments was 
Naylor Hall, hangout of most chemistry students. A new class, bio-chemistry, was added to the 
It of other courses; general inorganic chemistry, physical chemistry, quantitative analysis, and 
qualitative analysis. Home-economics majors could also be found here, as well as future dieti-
cians. Two new professors from industry aided in instructing our future chemists. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE COACHES—Phyllis Jacoby, Shirley Huerta, Bill Iselin, Tex 
McClain, Don Duncan, Ben Davis. 
Chemistry 
Frank Bock 
Lester Harris 
The death of Poet Theatre and the birth of the Interim Theatre of Whit-
tier College placed new emphasis on the theatre as a link between the 
college and the community. The Drama Department moved its productions 
from the old Founder's Theatre to the 'Woman's Club Auditorium until 
adequate theatre quarters become available on campus. The group pre-
sented three excellent plays this season—"The Caine Mutiny Court Mar-
tial," "Anastasia," and "Twelfth Night." "Trial of Saint Joan" and 
"Curse You, Jack Dalton," were two one-act plays available to churches 
and civic organizations. Another change in the department was the addi-
tion of Mr. Frank Bock. 
The Speech Clinic under Dr. Harris continued to carry out services in 
helping persons with speech and hearing defects. 
Ray Nichols 
SPEECH CLINIC sessions with actual cases 
help students like JoAnn Vanclette learn and 
practice techniques of speech correction. 
5ppech--f-Iraina 
 [lasses 
  
Besides his presidential duties, prexy John Avila 
was also Student Body election board chairman, a 
member of the executive council, and committee-
man to choose the class gift to the school. All the 
other officers worked in close cooperation with 
John in mapping out an active year for the class 
of '57. 
Warren Bisbee, vice-president; Betty LJyeno, secretary; Barbara 
0 nclrasik, treasurer; Lois FitzGerald, social chairman. 
The Senior Class members have many pleasant mem-
ories of their last year at 'Whittier to look back upon. 
Games and lots of good food were enjoyed by all when 
things got off to a good start with the class picnic at Penn 
Park. In the spring, various activities kept them busy - the 
Junior-Senior Barbecue at Isaac Walton Lodge, the 
Junior-Senior Prom in Laguna Beach, and Senior 'Week - 
the week of all weeks - Baccalaureate at First Friends 
Church, the luau with its festive theme, the class party, 
and last, but not least, graduation ceremonies in the am-
phitheater. 
John Avila, President 
Cathy Agnew 	 Claudia Andres 	 John Avila 	 Tex Baker 	 Betty Ann Baptiste 
Home Economics 
	
Sociology 	 sociology 	 Biology 	 Physical Education 
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Alice Barnes 	 Selma Barta 	 Edson Beebe 	 Nancy Benes 
Sociology 	 Sociology 	 Biology 	 History 
Virginia Benson 
Political Science 
Lynn Blystone 
Sociology 
Cecelia Betker 	 Mickey Bevilacqua 	 Warren Bisbee 
	 Robert Bland 
English 
	
Physical Education 	 Chemistry 	 Physical Education 
Darlene Bognuda 
English 
THAT LAST, long line of registration was marked 
by much conversation about graduation requirements. 
Carol Brummel 
Home Economics 
SenIors '57 
Gerald Crosby 
Business Administration 
Max Cox 
Chemistry 
John Cole 
History 
Pat Coon 
Psychology 
Shirley Cote 
Sociology 
I 
Betty Carter 
Business Administration 
Julianne Causey 
Psychology 
'rary 'aytor 
Political Science 	 Home Economics 
r i 	 Christie Earley Dora C uevas 
History 
Carol Draper 	 Jerry Eckels 
Home Economics 	 Sociology 
John Duncan 	 Sally Ehinger 
Mary Chu 	 Biology 	 English 
Speech Therapy 
Cathy Bush 
Home Economics 
William Bye 
Biology 
Bruce Caldwell 
Physical Education 
Larry Cann 
Geology 
ha Foster 
Biology 
Joyce Freeland 
English 
Roger Fredrickson 
Religion 
CROWDED MENDENHALL parking lot was the 
most desired and least available spot on the campus. 
Margaret Fuchs 	 Robert Gibb 
Mathematics 	 Physics 
Roberta Garrett 	 William Gibson 
Biology 	 Political Science 
Dick Ehrgott John Ehrle Sydna Ellis Robert Enzweiler Elizabeth Evans 
English Business Administration Psychology Physical Education Social Work 
Don Exelhy C arleen Finney Ellen Fisk Lois FitzGerald Virginia Forrester 
Biology Political Science Sociology Home Economics History 
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Dora Guerrero 
Psychology 
Suzy Gillespie 	 Phyllis Greenhalgh 
Physical Education 	 Sociology 
Tana Hagen 
History 
Barbara Hardy 
French 
Carole Giles 
Sociology 
Geraldine Hargis 
History 
Don Harner 
Chemistry 
Howard Hiemke 
Geology 
Janet Hines 
Psychology 
Jerome Holland 
Physics 
Wade Holland 
Political Science 
Marilyn Hunter 
Psychology 
Frances Heussenstanim 
Art 
Thomas Harper 
English 
Charles Hasley 
Physical Education 
Lee Ann Hawley 
Psychology 
Kathy Heacock 
Psychology 
James Henderson 
Speech and Drama 
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Virginia Jacobson 
Sociology 
Robert Jameson 
Geology 
Jerry Jertberg 
Geology 
Sandra Jones 
Business Administration 
Jane Krumwiede 
Sociology 
THE MIRROR'S reflection shows Senior 
Counselors checldng their busy schedules 
and woricing on class assignments. 
Wilma Kamal<ana 
Speech Therapy 
Susan Kemp 
Sociology 
William Kern 
Political Science 
Robert Kester 
Mathematics 
Clarence Kieselhorst 
History 
Meredith Kimball 
Biology 
Evelyn Klees 
Sociology 
Joan Lambie 
Physical Education 
Jim Kruse 
Physical Education 
Gene La Blonde 
Biology 
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Carole Martin 
Psychology 
Bill Marumoto 
Sociology 
Edith Mathews 
Art 
Lawrence Metzler 
Business Administration 
Clarice Miller 
Sociology 
Cita Mills 
Sociology 
Cathy Landis 
Physical Education 
Russ Larsen 
Music 
Carl Lauprecht 
Psychology 
S aranne Leong 
sociology 
George Linciruin 
Home Economics 
Ernel Luther 
Mathematics 
PhyllisLuther 
Biology 
Jane Lynn 
Psychology 
Gordon MacKenzie 
Political Science 
Dan McCaughna 
Music 
John McMurtry 
Physical Education 
Beverly McQuown 	 Bruce Martin 
Psychology 	 Business Administration 
Ardean Nordgren 
Sociology 
Mary Jane Norton 
Psychology 
Maril<o Nunol<awa 
Home Economics 
Dorothy Ogan 
Psychology 
Barbara Ondrasilc 
Sociology 
Barbara Opdale 
Social Science 
Ardith Owen 
Psychology 
WHITE DINNER jackets and pastel formals lent an 
exclusive air to the A Cappella home concert this year. 
James Mitchell 
	
Meta Mitchell 
	
Richard Montgomery 	 Homan Moore 	 Carol Moreau 
Economics 	 History 	 Geology 	 Economics 	 Psychology 
Barbara Morgan 	 Donovan Morrison 	 Dick Morton 	 Dennis Musselman 	 Louise Niedermeyer 
Psychology 	 Physical Education 	 Biology 	 Psychology 	 Home Economics 
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Edith Pancook 
Psychology 
Sandra Palm 
Sociology 
Ronald Palm 
Political Science 
Marjorie Parker 
Music 
Peggy Parker 
History 
Glenda Paterson 
Sociology 
Barbara Peck 
Home Economics 
Mary Pat Powell 	 Helen Reseck 
Biology 	 Sociology 
Marjorie Raney 	 Ann Rhodes 
Home Economics 	 Political Science 
John Renley 	 Nancy Lee Riddle 
Sociology 	 Home Economics 
Bob Paholsky 
Physical Education 
Ted Phegley 
History 
Janet Pitzer 
Psychology 
Vic Pontrelji 
Sociology 
Robert Pope 
Biology 
Nancy Perrine 
Psychology 
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Juley Scharer 
Music 
BROADOAKS SCHOOL, second home 
to Kindergarten-Primary majors, is one of 
the most historical and picturesque spots 
on campus. 
Bob Rivers 	 Mary Rolfe 
Biology 	 Home Economics 
Barbara Rowe 
Biology 
Shirley Russ 
Sociology 
Richard Salberg 
Business Administration 
Mary Jane Sams 
History 
George Sattler 
Business Administration 
Jon Scharer 
Physical Education 
Adrienne Rogers 
Sociology 
Bob Roush 
Physical Education 
Kenneth Schmutzer 
Business Administration 
Jack Sharkey 
Physical Education 
Ronald Schnitger 
Biology 
Betty Shakeley 
Sociology 
Nancy Sharpe 
Home Economics 
 
Calvin Simon 
Business Administration 
  
PRESIDENT SMITH, Ray Dezember, A. C. Newsom, 
and Harvey Charnofsky wield the picks at the Student 
Union ground breaking ceremonies. 
Sandra Shoff 
	
Barbara Simonton 
Sociology 
	 Psychology 
Robert Simmons 
	 David Skinner 	 Ear! Skinner 
	
Cleta Smith 
	
Doug Smith 
Business Administration 
	 Political Science 	 Business Administration 
	
English 
	
Religion 
Howard Stanfield 	 George Stang 
	
Wanda Sterner 	 Earl Streeter 
History 	 Business Administration 	 Chemistry 
	
Sociology 
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Ron Thom 
History 
Audrey Tryon 
Religion 
Joanne Tolbert 
History 
Wesley Thompson 
Biology 
Stanley Thomas 
Physical Education 
Arline \Jotaw 
Home Economics 
Marilyn Stutzman 
Home Economics 
George Takeyama 
Social Work 
Ralph Tallant 
Physical Education 
Barbara Taylor 
Sociology 
Nancy Thacker 
Speech 
EUCALYPTUS TREES, planted in 1894 by the towns-
people, are taken down to make way for the new student 
union. 
Betty Uyeno 
Psychology 
Gilbert Tucker 
Business Administration 
SENIORS TAKE one last look at the 
Rock as they wind through the campus on 
their commencement processional. 
Gloria Willey 
Psychology 
Beverly Williams 
History 
Margie Williams 
Physical Education 
Mary Williams 
Sociology 
Elaine Wilson 
Sociology 
Joe Wohlmuth 
Physical Education 
Doris Woods 
Home Economics 
Marilyn Wyatt 
Home Economics 
Yvonne Wyatt 
Home Economics 
Ed Wk00 
Physical Education 
Daniel Wagner 	 Mary Waldren 	 Dave White 	 Carol Yee 	 Pat Yoneda 
History 	 History 	 Economics 	 Psychology 	 Art 
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With Harvey at the helm, and a crew of four 
thers to work with him, the Junior class was in 
hip-shape condition. Working together and plan-
ting was the main job of these five, who saw to it 
hat class business ran smoothly and that class 
tembers were kept informed. President Harvey 
howed himself to have done such a fine job that 
iembers of the student body saw fit to make him 
heir president. 
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS—Jim Peter. vice-president; Marilyn Emerson, treasurer; 
Lorna Curtiss, secretary; Phyllis Winslow, social chairman. 
The Junior Class this year was an enthusiastic and 
active group, with many of its members participating in 
Exec and student government. Class members were active 
in Interim Theatre Productions and many of the male mem-
bers of the class ably represented Whittier in sports. The 
Juniors looked back on their last two years with a little 
touch of regret at leaving them behind; they looked ahead 
to their Senior year with great anticipation. The responsi-
bility of sponsoring the Jr.-Sr. Prom in the spring was 
theirs and with the Seniors they enjoyed a barbecue. 
Harvey Charnofsky, President 
 
 
MANY JUNIORS were among the cast members who performed 
for new students at Poet Theater Open House. juniors 
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JUNIOR CLASS—Row I—Doris Fitzgerald, Marilyn Gore, Joan Folland, Gussie Andreatta, Marion Schwander, Ishida Sanae, Francine Roy, Pat Titus, 
Jacqueline Lime. R0 2—Lynn Livenspire, Dottie Gregg. Mary Ellen Spencer, Toots Catlin, Sherill Capell, Joyce Cote, Diane Selvala, Carol Bennctts, 
Margery Brown, Sharon Rosson. Row 3—Nicici Nicholl, Laura Lou Daus, Coralynn \Veinert, Marlene Dreher, Shannon Mthld, Lorna Curtiss, Donna Scaring, 
Janet Zilcr, Averill Davis, Suzy Thompson. 
R0 1—Joan Ferl, Joyce Robare, Rose Ridge, Marilyn Mark, Pam Peck, Sandy Davidson. Arleta Furtado. Row 2—Bob Lassalette, Bob Van Oosting, Bill 
Farrell, Victor Berger, Bill Lescher, Jim Watkins, Ted Staples. Row 3—Hap Hathaway, Jack Cline, Johnny Carroll, Bill Wilkins, Bill Harmon, 
Row 1—Lee Griffin, Carolyn Jones, Barbara Stone, Margaret Breckenridge, Carol Burr, Kit Reedall. Joan \Volfcnden, Bonnie Barneke, Eloise BomI,alicke. 
Row 2—Pat Prantalos, Phyllis Jacoby, Shirley Huerta, Sylvia Ann Miller, Donna Reynolds, Joan Enz, PeeVs,lec Catlin, Liz Buse, Ann Maccubbin, Penny 
Nichols. R0 3,—.Doug Skare, Rich Elliott, Alvin Tanabe, Dean Spencer, Harry Boutell, Blake Runcorn, Bob Teeter, Bob Roemmele, Donald Duncan, Jim 
Lorenzen, Jim Peter. 
Juniors well remembered the good feeling 
of being able to sign up at registration time 
for the classes that they themselves wanted. 
"N0 more integrated courses!" was the 
phrase that was repeated with happy smiles. 
For some students there was coaching of 
integrated courses; for others, at last no 
eight o'clock classes to get up for. Time now 
for relaxing and getting a suntan, for being 
active in school affairs, for doing some 
"hustling" on the side. The Juniors, to raise 
money, had various cookie and cake sales 
which helped them to sponsor the Jr.-Sr. 
joint activities. 
CORALYNN WEINERT and Jim Watkins found time for 
romance as well as studies at Whittier. 
ff 
"SUGAR DADDIES for sale" was the cry of Junior 
Sponsors as they helped the V'sJUS drive toward its goal. 
MIXING SUN BATHS with studies is 
legitimate in any college. 
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For the Sophomore officers, the year started out 
with much excitement and preparation to greet the 
new Frosh. After ably leading initiation along, 
the Soph officers turned to thoughts of their an-
nual project and of helping to create a friendlier 
and more helpful atmosphere. 
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS—Warren Newman, vice-president; Doris Molumby, 
treasurer; Carolyn Dundas, social chairman; Jan Lake. secretary. 
This year's Sophomore Class spent a year to be proud of. 
They started it off with a bang by planning the Frosh 
indoctrination week and the Brawl. S0h5 returned to 
speaking terms with "the lowly ones" after the Bury the 
Hatchet Dance, which officially closed the week's events. 
Fall activities included the sale of the Oxidize Oxy but-
tons for Homecoming, the making of curtains for the Stu-
dent Exec Office, a class barbecue in Harris Amphitheatre, 
and a booth — "Soak the Sophs" — at the student union 
carnival. Spring activities and Social Science IV kept 
them busy for the rest of the year. 
Bob White, President 
Sophomores 
ANIMOSITIES VANISHED as the Sophs and Frosh enjoyed 
the Bury-the-Hatchet dance together. 
SOPHOMORE CLASS—ROW I—Carolyn Dundas, Betty McCulloch, Jean Briggs, Peppy Oaley, Delores Young, Haunaj Judd, Judi Sawyer, Debbie Baer. 
R0 2—Pat Sowers, Alice Hewhtt, Paulie Rayburn, Karol Houtz, Florence Spencer, Doris Molumby, Margaret Fairfield, Jane Kerzic, Florence Otto. Row 3—
Warren Newman. Bruce McClelland, Janie Rutherford, Honor Bell, Karen Stalians, Shirley Redmond, Charlene Burleson, Ramzi Rihan, Peng Lim, Janis Cook. 
Row /—Mike Hoover, Sharon Anderson, Nancy Borelli, Dan Marble, 'low McCreary, Kay Wiquest, L000 Milligan, Paul Pearson, George Cuthberson. Bill 
Morton. Row 2—Charles Ancirain, Art Schweitzer, 'Wendy Scott, Diane Passage, Mary Ellen Hoheisal, Jack Grubbs, Robert Forsberg, Carroll Hooks, Dennis 
Harp, Paul Smith. 
Row I—Irene Alba, Virginia Buck, Vera Peterson, Shirley Creascy, Nancy Galloway, Elaine Knickerbocker, Nancy Stonibaugh, Lois Fopiano. R0 2—Barbara 
Sager, Harriet Hildebrand, Kathy Whitlock, Mary Robson, Mary Ann Hoyt, Jackie Hughes, Jana Mortrude, Dixie Martinez, Ann Larson. R0 3—Betty 
Thompson, Arlene Fornaciari, Sue Spencer, Jack Baker. Jerry Rapier, Paul Applebaum, John Fopiano, Marilyn Yates, Lucy Smith, JoAnne D'Andrca. 
	 4u- 
TIME OUT for a hamburger was the 
order of the day at the sophomore 
barbecue. 
The class of '59 was glad to return 
in the fall as high and mighty sopho-
mores, with their turn at torturing the 
Frosh this time. Spirit ran high and 
everyone had mud on them at the 
brawl. The barbecue was a "fun" night 
for them, with an informal atmosphere 
pervading. Many sophomores took part 
in school affairs; they could be found 
as yell and song leaders for the games 
or as enthusiastic rooters and support-
ers of the team. 
REFEREE DICK Herr was fair game for no one escaped a mud bath at the Brawl. 
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS - SECOND SEMESTER—Row 1—Pam Sherman, 
treasurer; Anne Welch, rally chairman; Donna Everhart. secretary. Row 2—Jerry Garthe, 
rally chairman; Ed Ferguson. president; Bill Kelley. vice-president; Hal Colehaugh, social 
chairman. 
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS—FIRST SEMESTER—Row 1—Hal Colebaugh, social 
chairman; Ed Ferguson. president; Jerry Garthe, rally chairman; Al Balen, vice president. Row 2 
Pam Sherman, treasurer; Anne Welch, rally chairman; Donna Everhart. secretary. 
New faces, new ideas, and new leadership 
invaded the Whittier Campus with the corn-
ng of the Frosh in the fall of '56. Not wast-
ng any time were these newcomers, foi they 
:aptured the title of winners of the Brawl 
3.nd proceeded to keep their numerals on the 
rock. Electing Ed Ferguson as president, the 
reshmen provided the enthusiasm and the 
;pirit that are so important to a college cam-
pus. 
Freshmen 
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FRESHMAN CLASS—Row I—Judy Skillman, Marilyn Wakoski, Pat Hunt, Maggie Bannerman, Dianna Robbins, Ruth Hubbard, Deanna Daly, Lowell 
Eastman. R0 2—Linda Dwyer, Donna Everhart, Judy Boos, Jackie Chapman, Margie Noxheim, Florence Pickering, Peggy Chatfield, JoAnn Mitchell, 
Dianna Nielsen. Rosy 3—Dick Runels, Jerry Cooper, Jerry Corbett, Hal Colebaugh, Duke Reynolds, Marilynne Odell, John Weed. Donna Wilson, Gwen 
Vaden, Chuck Carner. 
R0 1—Karen Swenson, Anita Glenn, Anita Jordan, Ann Owsley, Nancy Nicholson, Sharon Bromley, Caroline Casier, Janice Maraist, Myrna McClure. Row 
2—Barbara Kinsman, Loretta Ross, Laurie Ashley, Barbara Baldwin, Tom Soule, Jim Thomann, Allan McKittrick, Doug Hall, Dave Prince, Byran Bailey. Row 
 
3—Nkerss Ifeagwu, Dan Santo, Maurine Bradford, Torn Pasqua. Richard Wunder, Peter Lowe, Bob McClellan, Helen Tompkins, Karla Lee, Ed Ferguson, 
Bon Smith. 
R0 1—Marcia Wayic, Suzanne Redmais, Janice Marling, Alison Riddle, Pat Jones, Dagnc Edmondson, Janet Latson, Karin Meeker, Joan DeConnick. Row 
 
2—Anne 'Welch, Liz Taylor, Marilyn Bonham. Cherry Doese, Marilyn Wallace. Ed White. Larry Murray, Diane Staples, Clada Pletz, Beth Peck. Row 3—
Richard Williams. Michael Kern, Dick Trueblood, Robert MacSparran, John Russell. Dewey Wiles, Shelley Giles, Ron \Vesner, Richard Angel, Robert 
Lanphear. 
FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1—Jan Jordan, Susie Edmonds, Madelyn Petrovich, Tova Siegmund, Margie Hutson, JoAnn Barry, Mary Cochran, Donna 
Olds, Janet Macherras. R0 2—Jane Gilbert, Pat Ashcroft, Brenda Bateson, Dorothy Bollinger, Ann Rosenkrans, Kris Holmberg, Deborah Macleay. Cheryl 
Boote, Barbara G0oId, Sally Swearengen. Row 3—Peggy Kinzer, Martha Mattson, Adrienne Heltibridle, Libby Kirk, Joyce Spaulding, Grace Kinney, Marilyn 
Wrench, Fran Preece, Bill Kelley, LeRoy Anderson, Vince Asaro. 
Row 1—Susie Magee, Carol O'Gorman, Sylvia Miller, Carol Lester, Nancy Williams, Janet Wells, Mary Millner, Diana Kane. Mary Wolfe, Lynn Barstow. 
Row 2—Pat Hillman, Marilyn Collins. Loni Caldwell, JoAnn Mooney, Bob Mitchell, Ed Gaylord, Pete Balch, Clarence Weahkee. Wayne Harvey, Sharon 
Watts, Leslie Sloan. Row 3—Tom Williams, Loren Halley, Carole Hamilton, Dick Cavenah, Bill Hollinger, Al Balen, Duke Reynolds, Bill Notthoff, Jim Cate. 
Tony Koufman, Carole Shipley, Marlene Aria. Row 4—Steve Musselman, Bob Sanford. Art Williams, Ed Ferguson, Robert Bender, Chet Baker, Dick 
Herman. 
R0 1—Susan Simmons. Darlene Burkindine, Laura Ruskin, Beatrice Diaz, Sandra Gordon, Ann Sherman, Jan Sloop, Esther Noguchi. Patsy Inouye. Row 
2—Doug Patton, Eleanor Cornica, Diane Cozad, Suzette Jennings, Cathryn Carlson, Jenny Peterson, Sandra Hahn, Margaret Ogle. Jon Miller, Pam Sherman. 
Row 3—Julie Polzin, Gail Jiles, Joan Harter, Kathy Kroeger, Anne Knight, Donna Rich, Sally Gafford, Pat Ode!!. Joan Betts, John Gates, Clay Hollopeter. 
PROGRESSIVE PARTY memories will 
include for many this game jth Jerry 
Patton. 
The Freshmen were the class that pro-
vided the spirit and the enthusiasm; they 
were the ones who yelled the loudest at 
the games and felt the lowest when we 
Frosh went full speed ahead at raid-
ing dorms, at making Basic classifications, 
and voting in school elections to provide 
an integral part of our college years. 
ORIENTATION WEEK found the Frosh being dragged through town by the Sophs on the traditional Snake Dance. 
THE ANNUAL .A.WS Banquet is a time ior cyood fl awl 
friendship. 
LOOKS LIKE Joe Carotenuti just couldn't stand up under 
the strain at the Carnival dance. 
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Bill "Mo" Marumoto - ASWC President 
PREXY MO, Evelyn Klees, and Veep Doug 
Smith hoist their sleeping bags and check- last 
minute plans for Forest Home, 
A5W[ President 
Margaret Fuchs 	 Kay Turley 
ASWC Treasurer ASWC Program 
Chrm. 
Doug Smith 
ASWC Vice Pres. 
Virginia Benson 
ASWC Secretary 
Bill Marumoto 
ASWC President 
Alma Martins 
ASWC Rally Chrm. 
Larry Cann 
ASWC Ath. Rep. 
Carleen Finney 
AWS President 
Tex Baker 
AMS President 
John Avila 
Senior President 
Harvey Charnofsky 
Junior President 
Ed Ferguson 
Freshman President 
Bob White 
Sophomore President 
Kathy Heacock 
ASWC Soc. Chrm. 
Cita Mills 
ASWC Publicity 
Chrm. 
Wade Holland 
Quaker Campus 
Editor 
Nicki Nicholl 
Acropolis Editor 
BILL MARUMOTO starts a new tradi-
tion as he hands the over-sized gavel to 
new president, Harvey Charnofsky, as 
President Smith looks on. 
Student Exec. 
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ASWC Prexy, known to all as "Mo" - well-deserved the admiration 
and respect he received from all members of the student body. Exec mem-
bers especially appreciated the help he gave them in the various offices. 
D ne of the biggest jobs he accomplished was revision and expansion of the 
tudent government files. 
Exec efficiently carried out its regular functions of establishing school 
policy and planning for school functions. Many new things were accom-
ilished also. The Co-Curricular committee was appointed to study govern-
ment structure. A new election procedure was set up and a campaign 
:ommittee worked to further interest in elections. The week system was 
abolished and the holding of Exec evaluation meetings proved a valuable 
asset. 
AWS CABINET—Row 1—Evelyn Klees, Margaret 
Breckenridge, Charlene Catlin, Marjorie Gregg, Janie 
Rutherford, Nancy Sharpe, Carleen Finney. Row 2-
Edith Mathews, Roberta Garrett, Arditli Owen, Barbara 
Opdale, Donna Rich, Cita Mills. Barbara Peck. Row 3 
Helen Tompkins, Luene Holmes, Shannon MhId, Carol 
Brumnici, Barbara Morgan, Ann Knolmar. 
Unifying and regulating all matters per-
taining to women students was the AWS. 
Events under its sponsorship were the 
Banquet held at the beginning of the 
year to welcome new students, two fashion 
shows, the turn-about dance Poetess 
Prom, and the big event of the year, the 
AWS Dessert, where those chosen for 
membership in the honorary service or-
ganizations were announced. 
C arleen Finney 
AWS President 
DELIGHT IS expressed on the faces of all 
as Prexy Carleen is tapped for Cap and 
Gown at the AWS Dessert. 
MODELS AWAIT their cue as fashions 
were the feature of the day. 
AWS 
Tex Baker 
AMS President 
The Associated Men Stu-
dents began the year with a 
banquet, with Don Paul, for-
mer Los Angeles Ram, as 
speaker. Sponsored by AMS 
were intramural sports, with 
awards given at the Spring 
Banquet, and the Student-
Faculty Basketball game. They 
also provided a band for the 
Student Union Carnival. The 
men's service organizations 
were under the direction of 
AMS. 
SQUIRES PRESIDED over the ballot box as everyone wondered who would be the next 
Homecoming Queen. 
AMS CABINET—R0 	 I—Robert Reinstecit, Beriiic Berger, Bruce Martin, Joe Matich. Row 2—Bill 
Wilkins, Tex Baker, Jerry Eckels. AMS 
ôc 
-o 
Roger Fredrickson 
Sports Editor 
Dick Herman 
Managing Editor 
NEWS EDITORS—Bon Smith, Toots Catlin, Dick Herman. 
Jack Emerson, Business Manager and Jack Grubbs, Circulation Manager. 
The Quaker Campus appeared as regularly as clockwork each Friday 
morning. General news items and administrative notices were important 
news for all. As the students read the paper, each one found something to 
appeal to him personally, whether it was society, sports, or feature items. 
One of the favorite columns this year was that written by Exec's Prexy and 
Veep. Important items were expanded as special features. 
Marilyn Stutzman 
Society Editor 
SPORTS STAFF—Tom Pasqua and Lyn Taylor. Toots Catlin 
Second Semester Editor 
Keeping the Q.C. staff on their toes 
this year were Editors Wade Holland, 
first semester, and Toots Catlin, second 
semester. The staff was helped along by 
interested students and by those in the 
beginning journalism class. Many special 
features were brought to the students this 
year. One of these was a series of letters 
from Dicl< Shouse, a Whittier student 
studying in India. International affairs 
was another featured article presented 
from time to time. A new policy begun 
this year was that of paid political an-
nouncements put in the paper by students 
running for student body offices. 
Wade Holland 
First Semester Editor 
FEATURE EDITORS—Charles Andrain and Lynn Blystone. 
Quaker I-Jamptis 
Doug Skare 
Business Manager 
 
STAFF—Doris Fitzgerald, Carolyn Kuns, Joan Wolfenden. 
The Acropolis distribution day is anticipated by all the student body. 
Finally everyone can see the hundreds of pictures taken during the year. 
The annual is a book of history, but it's also a book of personalities. 
Friends or events can be recalled for years by merely opening its pages. 
For the staff members and Editor-in-Chief Nicki Nicholl, the day had 
double meaning. It marked the culmination of hours of picture pasting, 
copy-writing and art designing. Hard work to meet endless deadlines turned 
their medium of self-expression into a finished product. 
 
Nicki Nicholl 
Editor-in-Chief 
Neill Richards 
Sports Editor 
STAFF—Jan Jordan, Diana Kane, Patsy Inouye, Pat Ashcroft, Suzie 
Edmonds, Cleta Smith. 
2 
Frank Sekeris 
At and Layout Editor 
Laura Lou Daus 
Picture Editor 
STAFF—Suzy Thompson, Jane Kerzic, Roger Fredrickson. 
STAFF—Joan Folland, Phyllis Jacoby, Pat Prantalos. 
Leitha Griffin 
Literary Editor 	
Ar:ropnlis 
Ernel Luther 
Student Directory Editor 
Publications 
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Julie Rivera and Nancy Stombaugh 
AWS Handbook Editors 
The A\VS Handbook is put out each 
summer by the Sosecos. It is sent to all 
new women students to explain such 
things as what to wear at Whittier, to 
introduce the society system, and to talk 
about campus organizations and princi-
ples. The Student Directory, put out by 
the Penn Society for the ASWC, is an 
indispensable aid both to busy chairmen 
and fellows looking for that important 
phone number. The Poet Handbook, 
sponsored by Exec, is a big help to the 
Frosh as Sophs question them about 
school traditions, history, and songs. 
Barbara Opdale, Poet Handbook Editor 
 
Cita Mills 
Publicity Chairman 
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POSTERS COVERED the campus when events such as Dad's Day 
were under way. 
Making posters for student body affairs 
and other campus organizations and see-
ing that the right posters were hung in 
the right places on the campus was the 
job of the publicity committee. Their 
energetic chairman, Cita Mills, spent 
many hours behind the scenes, co-ordin-
ating and planning. 
PUBLICITY—Row 1—Ann Larson, Sandy Davidson, Susan Simmons, Fran Preece, Janet Latson. Row 2—
Lucy Smith, Marion Schwander, Pat Ashcroft. Row 5—De6orah Macleay, Susie Edmonds, Dottie Quack-
enbusli, Kris Holmberg. 
 
publilcily 
PROGRAM COMMI 1'! hE—Row 1—Charlotte Owens, Phyllis Winslow, Averill Davis. Frank Sekeris. 
Row 2—Karel Houtz, Kay Turley, Laura Lou Daus. 
Kay Turley as program chairman was in charge of 
planning Thursday Convos. One of these which was 
very well accepted was a "Jazz Moclerne" program in, 
November, presented by Barney Kessel. She also or-
ganized the group of students who presented exchange 
convos in high schools and colleges in the area. 
CRAZY OTTO had nothing on 
Averill Davis and Suzy Thompson as 
they played for exchange 
pruqraiii 
 
 
Kay Turley 
Program Chairman 
Rally chairman Alma Martins was responsible for all pep 
rallies, after-game dances, and half-time activities. Standing 
members of her committee included two elected representa-
tives from the freshman class and volunteers. The planning 
of the half-time activities and student participation in Home-
coming was a duty of this chairman. 
Alma Martins 
Rally Chairman 
RALLY COMMItTEE—Ron' 1—Dan Marble, Alma Mar:ins, Jim 
Daugherty, GUSSiC Andreatta, Alice Triggs. Row 2—Nancy Stonihaugh, 
JoAnn Vandette, Jana Mortriidc, Peppy Oatcy, Bob Laskey. 
MEGAPHONES, CLAPS, and yells turned the season's rallies into spirited affairs. 
CHAPEL COMMITTEE—Row 1—Lynn Barstow, Jim Marsters, Lucy Smith, Tony Koufman. Row 2— Karel H0tz, Karin 
Meeker, Helen Tompkins, Pat Odell, Joyce Spaulding. Mary Waidren. Row 3—Luana Milligan, Barbara Nagel, Mike Hoover, 
Charles Ancirain, Karla Lee, Grace Kinney. Row 4—Rev. Bob Bohilin, Dr. Randolph Pyle. 
TWO PRETTY co-eds sold tickets to Mrs. Marr for 
the Chapel Breakfast. 
Presenting worthwhile worship programs 
with increased atmosphere was the aim of 
the chapel committee. They planned three 
chapels a week, and presented a series on 
world religions. During Easter season they 
invited speakers from the various denomina-
tions in 'Whittier to speak to us. Chapels 
were also presented by the various societies. 
Chapel was a place for meditation, for fel-
lowship, for group singing, and for gaining 
knowledge. 
A second very profitable year was experi-
enced by the Religious Co-ordinating Coun-
cil. For the first time a booklet on Your 
Religious Life at Whittier was prepared for 
all new students. R. E. Week set the tone 
for a "spirited" year which included the 
showing of the film "The Prisoner," the first 
project undertaken by RCC to help the 
Chapel Fund. Like many campus groups 
this year, they too underwent a revision of 
their constitution. 
RELIGIOUS CO-ORDINATING COMMI II EE - Row I - Nancy Galloway, 
Sharon Anderson. Row 2—Bob Bobilin, Lonna Milligan. Phyllis Jacoby, Sherrill 
Capell, Alma Martins . chairman, Jim Watkins. Row 3—Karen Stalians, Helen 
Tompkins, Bon Smith, Dick Calkins. 
RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS WEEK COMMITTEE—Row 1—Dick Calkins, Chairman; Paulie Rayburn. Alma 
Martins, Barbara Nagel. Row 2—Robert Bobilin, Roger Fredrickson, Donna Searing, Bruce McClelland. 
Dr. Allan Chalmers, trouble-shooter for 
many causes, was the general speaker and 
resource person for Religious Emphasis 
Week. Starting the week off was a week-end 
retreat at Pilgrim Pines in the mountains. 
with Dr. Chalmers' lectures and many panel 
discussions and group talks. The central 
committee planned a week of talks, group 
discussions, and question and answer pe-
riods in which many Whittier students took 
part. The goal was to present "a stubborn 
faith for a tough age." 
EVENING MEETINGS, such as the one above, gave students 
a chance to discuss with Dr. Chalmers. 
Dr. Allan Chalmers 
RE Week Speaker 
ReligionU11 [ampus 
WUS Week began with Jean Fairfax's speech 
in Convo about conditions in Africa. It continued 
with the Junior Sponsors' Sugar-Daddy sale, the 
College Y's pickle sale, the Penny Mile, the 
Athenian's licorice sale, and the Thalian's peanut 
sale. The faculty got into the act by serving lunch 
in fancy chef's caps and aprons. The auction was 
the climax of the week, with slaves, parties, and 
services going to the lucky bidders. All of this was 
to help students in other lands help themselves. 
PICKLE-SELLING must be a humorous situation if the picture of the 
College Y sale for \WUS is any evidence. 
WUS WEEK COMMI IEEE—Row 1-
Carolee King, Sanac lsliida, Sari Kane. 
Nick Ncholl - chairman, Ellen Fisk, Diana 
Johnston. Row 2—Arlene Fornaciari, Cherry 
Doese, Karla Lee, Lee Griffin, Cite Mills, 
Ramzi Rihan. Row 3—Mike Armer, Laura 
LouDaus, Barbara Negel, Elizabeth Kali-
Icr, Geraldine Hargis. 
Marriage Ed. Week was of 
interest to many students, and 
much was gained from it. Dr. 
Peterson, guest speaker from 
U.S.C. spoke in Convo and 
to a group of pinned and en-
gaged couples. 
Special Weeks 
MARRIAGE EDUCATION WEEK COMMII'ELE—Ro 1-
Doug Smith, Donna Everhart, Lynne Larraway, Jim Murphy, Robert 
Bohilin. Row 2—Gladys Stevenson, Homan Moore - chairman, Jim 
Daugherty. 
MUNO—Row 1—Beatrice Diaz, Tom Mc-
Creary, Loren Holmwood. Row 2-Martha 
Mattson, Ann Maccubin, Barbara Sager, Jo-
Ann Mitchell. Row 3—Loretta Ross, Robert 
Lanphear, Dave Skinner - president. Gary 
Caylor. Row 4—Bill Kimball, Dan Santo. 
     
The Whittier Model United Nations group 
epresented Sweden in the annual mocl< conven-
ion held at Stanford in the spring. Delegation 
hairman for the event was Barbara Opdale. 
Approved by the student exec was the consti-
ition of the newly-formed Young Republicans 
iIb. This was formed to develop interest in 
olitics with the main interest directed to the na-
ional elections held in November. 
Twenty-some foreign students met once a month 
or dinner meetings in the Campus Inn. 
YOUNG REPUBLICANS—Row lMargery Brown, Pat Titus, Margaret Ogle, Nancy 
Galloway. Row 2—Judi Sawyer, Diana Kane, Robert Lanphcar, Deborah Macleay, 
Martha Mattson. Row 3—Brenda Bateson, Pete Balch, Maurine Bradford, Tom Mc-
Creary, Lucy Smith, Jack Baker. 
FOREIGN STUDENTS—Row 1Joyce Wil-
lard, Diana Johnston. Row 2—Sanae Iskida, 
Mary Chu, Mariko Nonukawa, Nancy Willard. 
Row 3 - Ramzi Rihan, Kazuo Okno, Jean 
Chadelat, John Chu, Peng Lim, Nkem 
Ifeagwu. 
1n1PrPs1-_ Clubs 
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INTER-DORM—Row 1—Patsy Phillips, Marion Schwander, Marlene Dreher, Adele Parkins, Ann Slier-
man, Leitha Griffin. Rout 2—Yvonne Fit-,., Cita Mills - president, Jane Yoshihara, Irene Alba, Barbara 
Opdale, Judy Stone. R0 3—Jenny Peterson, Mary Chu, Joan DeConnick, Sharon Watts, Pat Odell. 
Bonnie Barnel<e, Pat Sowers. Row 4—Ann Knight, Janet Wells, Libby Kirk, Gail Jiles. Janet Latson. 
Talks by Jerry Patton, th 
A silomar Conference, and an in 
stallation swim party were som 
of the activities of the College 
Fellowship and searching wer 
their guiding principles. 
COLLEGE Y - Row I - Dr. Brooks. Ps 
Sowers, Peppy Oatey, Ellen Fisk, Peng Li11 
Sanae Ishida. Row 2—Lynn Blystone, Vond 
Stephenson, Nancy Galloway, Bonnie Barneks 
Frank Sekeris - president. Lyman Marsten 
Geri Hargis. 
School policies and dorm prob 
I ems were the main concern o 
the Inter-dormitory Council, con 
sisting of presidents and junio 
representatives of all the women': 
dorms. Nancy Heldrich was th 
advisor. 
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PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE—Row 1—Bertha 
Hodgkinson, Loretta Mattson, Jane Barton, JoAnn 
Vandette, Chairman. Row 2—Toots Catlin, Bruce Martin, 
Dorothy Quackenbush, Florence Otto, Mary Ellen 
Hoheisal. 
Working in close cooperation with the public relations 
office was the student Public Relations Committee under 
the chairmanship of JoAnn Vandette. This committee was 
in charge of sending out notices to students' hometown 
newspapers about their activities and accomplishments at 
Whittier. 
Providing friendship and activities for 
)ff-campus women is the purpose of Green 
eppers. Included in their activities for 
his year were selling refreshments after 
lomecoming Parade, making decorations 
or the Homecoming dance, selling cor-
;ages for Dad's Day, and working on com-
Tiunity projects. 
3REEN PEPPERS—Row 1—Sharon Bromley, Bea-
rice Diaz, Nancy Nicholson. Darlene Burkindine, 
Donna Olds, Jane Howland, Cheryl Boote, Anita 
3lenn. Row 2—Peggy Kinzer, Florence Pickering. 
arol Jordahi, Roth Hubbard, Barbara Goold. Row 3 
rlene Fornaciari, Janet Mackerras, Lowell East-
nan. Dianna Robbins. Row 4—Marcia Hursey. Karen 
wenson. Sharie Moon, Loretta Ross. Deanna Daly, 
Donna Rich - president. 
Every Monday, Docians relaxed over lunch together 
and shared mutual interests. The primary purpose of the 
organization was to promote friendship among the mature 
women attending Whittier. Such activities as the annual 
Homecoming luncheon, Christmas Party and Spring Ban-
quet were social highlights enjoyed towards this end. 
DOCIANS—R0, I—Sue Lacey, Doris DeSousa, Roth Meyer, Margaret 
Graham. Row 2—Mary Wyatt; president. Helen Eakin, Beth McEachen, Ila 
Foster. Rot' 3—Wanda Sterner, Maryiane Moore, Louise Vinson, Claire 
Neal. Mary Williams, Margaret Stanlield, Emily Lee. 
interest 
SOSECOS—Ro 	 i—Virginia Buck, Honor Bell, Janic Rutherford - president, Shirley Davis, Karel Houtz, Kay Wiquest, JoAnn Vandette, Bobbie Gomes, 
Loretta Mattson, Carolyn Dundas. Ron, 2—Nancy Galloway, Glenna Hunt, Karen Stalians, Lois Fopiano, Ann Larson, Florence Spencer, Lynne Larraway, 
Bobbie Hodge, Pat King, Sharon Reed, Mary Ann Hoyt. Row 3—Luana Milligan, JoAnne D'Andrea, Doris Molumby, Julie Rivera, Betsy Coan. Natalie Ken-
nedy, Pat Sowers, Janice Lund, Jackie Hughes, Nancy Yoder, Janis Cook 
SENIOR COUNSELORS—Row 1—Barbara Opdale - chairman, Edith Mathews, Beverly Williams. 
Chris Earley, Nancy Sharpe, Margaret Fuchs. Row 2—Carol Brunimel, Tana Hagen, Barbara Morgan, 
Carleen Finney, Cite Mills. Ardith Owen, Carole Martin, Evelyn Klees. Roberta Garrett. 
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SQUIRES—Row iSandy Thomas, Tom McCreary, Ken Deitz, 
Mike Murphy. Row 2—Bill Kimball, Ron Nelson. Paul Appelbaum, 
John Carroll. Row 5—Warren Newman, Art Schweitzer, Wayne 
Daniels, Bob White. 
KNIGHTS—Row i—Jack Emerson, Jim Lorenzen, Dick Calkins, Harvey Char-
00F5k, Alvin Tanabe. Row 2—Bill Wilkins, Richard Elliott, Jim Peter, Jim 
Watkins. 
Friendship and a helping hand — two key thoughts behind the 
service organizations. SoSeCos and Squires were big sisters 
and brothers to the new freshmen, helping them to feel at home in 
their new Whittier College family. Both these sophomore groups 
ushered at school functions and led tours during Campus Day. 
SoSeCos spurred on the \WUS drive by ironing shirts for the 
\WUS auction. Jr. Sponsors also shared their talents for this drive 
by selling sugar daddies to the student body. They, with the Senior 
Counselors, helped serve on the welcoming committee for their 
new campus classmates as hostesses in the women's dorms. The 
Knights and Squires — easily recognized in their black sweaters 
once a week —also lent a helping hand with their big brother 
project. 
JUNIOR SPONSORS-Rot I—Joiii Folland, Laura Lou Daus, Ann Knolnsar - chairman. Pam Peck, Sharon Goodwin, Barbara Stone, 
Carolee King, Lois Okahiro. Row 2—Shannon Mihld, Gussie Ancireatta, Luene Holmes, Marlene Dreher, Alice Triggs, Diane Gruenemay, Kay 
Turley, Margaret Breckenridge, Louise McMillan, Toots Catlin, Pee Wee Catlin, Sylvia Hildrcth, Lorna Curtiss. 
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CAP AND GOWN—Kathy Heacock, Carleen Finney, Barbara Peck, chairman; Barbara Opdale, Barbara Morgan. 
The highest honor a woman student at Whittier 
College can receive is to be selected for member-
ship in Cap and Gown. Five women attained the 
honor this year. They acted as sponsors for the 
Sosecos and worked in an advisory capacity to 
the A'WS. Orientation week found these capable 
young women acting as hostesses in the dorms 
and helping new students feel at home. The sec-
ond weekend they sponsored a welcoming tea for 
new women. A big job for them this year was the 
revising of the AWS constitution, which was 
adopted in the spring. 
CHAIRMAN BARBARA Peck was tapped for 
Cap and Gown as delighted friends clapped their 
approval. 
Cap arid Gown 
DELTA PHI UPSILON—Row 1—Pat Prantalos, Gloria Willey, Joan Enz, Sharon Goodwin, Marilyn Gore, Carole Moreau, Doris Fitzgerald, Rowena Ander-
son, Julianne Causey, Marilyn Emerson. Row 2—Shannon Mihid, Joan Folland, Alice Triggs, Virginia Jacobson, Joan Ferl, Lorna Curtiss, Janet Hue, Coralynn 
Weinert, Mary Jane Norton, Pain Peck. Row 3—Carol Brummel, Evelyn Klees, Edith Mathews. Dora Guerrero, Nancy Perrine, Leitha Griffin, Bev Williams, 
Dora Cuevas, Barbara Simonton, Arline Votaw, Marilyn Hunter, Judy Stone, Carolyn Kuns, Nancy Riddle, Laura Lou Daus, Nicki Nicholl. Row 4—Virginia 
Forrester, Cleta Smith, Sydna Ellis, Saranne Leong, Barbara Ondrasik, Ann Knolmar, Donna Searing, Virginia Benson, Helen Reseck, Sue Kemp, Tana Hagen, 
Meta Mitchell, Barbara Morgan - president, Mabel Rice. 
Delta Phi Upsilon, honorary educa-
tion fraternity, counted sixty members 
after fall and spring initiations. Bar-
bara Morgan headed the list of officers 
which sponsored varied and interesting 
workshops such as Jack Thompson on 
language, Beth Perkins on art, and 
Renee Leroy on science. 
The chief purpose of the Political 
Science Honor Society is to assist stu-
dents majoring in this department in 
getting scholarship grants to graduate 
schools. The members are elected into 
the society by the faculty of the depart-
ment, and through their meetings gain 
information pertinent to their future 
vocations. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB—Row 1—Laura Lou Daus, Carlecn Finney. Row 2—Anne 
Rhodes, Dave Skinner, Charles Fall, May Sato, Bull Kern. Row 3—Ben Burnett, Wade Holland, 
J. \Vm. Robinson, John Carroll, Gary Caylor, John Schutz. 
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John Avila 
Senior Class 
President 
Tex Baker 
AMS President 
Carleen Finney 
AWS President 
Ellen Fisk 
Fisk Exchange 
Margaret Fuchs 
ASWC Treasurer 
!I /11/I/f!! 
Evelyn Klees 
	 Bill Marumoto 	 Edith Mathews 
Senior Counselor ASWC President Senior Counselor 
Roberta Garrett 
Senior Counselor 
Who's Who 
Cita Mills 
ASWC Publicity  
Chairman 
Scholarship, leadership, con-
sistant interest, and enthusiasm—
these four qualities decided the 
outstanding seniors selected for 
this year's "'Who's Who in 
American Colleges and Univer-
sities." Our eighteen graduating 
Poets have extended their many 
talents to all ends of campus life, 
and were always eager to contrib-
ute to school functions. These out-
standing seniors, although it is 
impossible to list all of their col-
lege activities, will leave their 
mark in our "Hall of Fame," and 
will long be remembered with 
enthusiasm and pride. 
Kathy Heacock 	 Wade Holland 
ASWC Social 	 Quaker Campus 
Chairman 	 Editor 
Barbara Morgan 
Cap and Gown 
Barbara Opdale 
Cap and Gown 
Barbara Peck 
Cap and Gown 
Jon Scharer 
ASWC Athletic 
Representative 
Doug Smith 
ASWC Vice 
President 
Beverly Williams 
Senior Counselor 
Eli ccasio:ns 
THE BUNNY HOP is always in vogue according to the students who attended the barn dance sponsored by the College Y. 
September ninth, the day the class of 1960 was born . . . tours, dorm get-togethers 
Student-Faculty Progressive party . . . the first class meeting . . . the Barn 
Dance . . . Rock fights at midnight . . . the Student Body Reception . . . Hazing 
Week and the wearing of the green . . . the Frosh-Soph Brawl with Rock privi-
leges for the Class of '60 . . . and the Bury-the-Hatchet Dance where the Frosh 
REALLY joined the Whittier family. 
SOPHS SEEM to have had their 
chance in the mud hole, too. 
SERVICE GROUPS helped the Freshmen and transfers through their first long 
line of registration. 
Orientation 
EXPERIENCE PLUS enthusiasm 
helped the Sophs to a victory over 
the Frosh in the Brawl's first event. 
Week of all weeks for any fresh-
man is Orientation Week . . . no 
classes to attend, nothing to do but 
getting settled down in dorms, learn-
ing the names of what seem like a 
million other people, attending par-
ties and dances, standing in that lo-
o-o-ng line for registration . . . all 
these, a once in a lifetime experience 
never to be forgotten. 
 
 
THE TRADITIONAL 
Grand March started the 
Student-Faculty Reception 
off properly. 
SOPHS RELAXED their guard and the Freshmen promptly burned the Rock. 
WHITTIER STUDENTS and faculty take time out from discussion groups to pose for their picture. 
FOREST HOME COMMI1TEE—Doug Sjth, Bill Marumoto, Kay Turley, Evelyn K100s, John 
Avila, Mike Armer. 
"New Horizons" were discussed 
by some 150 students and faculty 
members at the Forest Home Con-
ference held in the mountains above 
Redlands. The problems of this 
year's conference centered around 
the reorganization of the entire stu-
dent government field. Orientation 
discussions were held to acquaint 
participating members with the work 
of last year's conference, and the 
structure set up by the continuation 
committee. Some very valuable sug-
gestions were offered and out of 
them came new ideas and methods 
for future use at Whittier. 
Forpsl I 	 lullip WADE HOLLAND leads a discussion group through the problems of co-curricular structure. 
NOW MARGARET Breckenridge, co-chairman, can take time to 
relax and enjoy the game. 
CHOW'S ON and everybody is ready after an afternoon of touring the campus and attending 
the faculty reception. 
FESTIVE BANNERS deco-
rate Wardman Gym and re-
flect the holiday air of Dad's 
Day. 
It was dad by a landslide vote when 
Whittier College's eleventh annual Dad's 
Day was successfully launched on October 
27, with registration at Mendenhall. The 
election theme was carried out with "Vote 
for Dad" buttons and the decorations for the 
Chuck Wagon dinner in \Vardman gym. 
The Poets, leading throughout the game 
against Cal Tech, and winning 20-7, ended 
another memorable day for "Dad." 
D ad's D ay 
"5 
- 
After years of working towards a student union, 
the dream is finally becoming a reality. The Stu-
dent Union Committee, under the chairmanship 
of Vic Pontrelli, worked hard to spur on progress. 
Under this group was the Work Day Committee, 
headed by Jim Daugherty. A $1,300 profit was 
realized from this project,whichincluded jobs of 
retail selling, mowing lawns, washing windows, 
baby-sitting. etc. Following the 'Whittier-Air 
Force game, a carnival and Viennese Street Scene 
dance were held to add to the fund. 
WORK DAY COMMITTEE — Dave Westsmith, Joan Enz, Marion 
Schwander, Jim Daugherty - chairman, Barbara Nagel, Toots Catlin. 
THE STUDENT Union becomes a reality as plans are completed and the building is par-
tially constructed. 
STUDENT UNION COMMITTEE 
Vic Pontrelli - chairman, Ron Zimmer-
man, Sharon Rosson, Bill Wilkins, 
B o b b i e Gomes, Jim Daugherty, 
Roberta Garrett, Diane Gruenemay. 
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MAKING MONEY for the Student Union was fun when it took the form of a carnival dance. 
Student 	  lion 1 	 Q1 
CO-EDS LIKE Libby Kirk and Marilyn Wrench washed windows as their 
	
"SQUASH THE Sopks" was a popular booth at 
job on work day. 	 the carnival. 
DEAN RE!NSTEDT slams out a hit as 
Rich Elliott waits behind the plate. 
All-5choul 
HUNGRY STUDENTS ate their fill after four hours' work for the Student Union. 
Plenty of hot dogs and lots of competition 
provided by soft-boiled egg relays and the 
student-faculty softball game was in store 
for everyone at Penn Park after a morning's 
hard work for the student union. 
Christmas time found students gathered 
in Provident to hear the reading of the Bible 
story by President Smith and one of Miss 
Rice's wonderful stories, as well as to wel-
come Santa Claus and his sleigh and rein-
deer once again. A gay dance sponsored by 
the Frosh concluded the evening. 
KATHY HEACOCK. President and Mrs. Smith 
watch one of Santa's reindeer distribute candy canes. 
RUDOLPH POPS out of Santa's bag as he makes his annual 
appearance at the Xmas Party. 
Queen Arclith Owen - 1956 Homecoming 
Homecoming Weeh was one of suspense for 
Whittier students until the night of the Coronation 
of the Queen in Harris Amphitheater. Knights and 
Squires served as an Honor Guard to conduct Queen 
Arclith Owen to her throne. Four princesses - one 
from each class - were also revealed that night. Each 
princess was escorted by a class officer, and the 
Queen was presented with flowers and gifts from 
local merchants. Her Majesty and attendants rode 
in the place of honor on the Queen's float in the 
parade. 
HOMECOMING COURT—Row 1—JoAnn D'An-
d rea, Queen Ardith Owen, Fran Preece. Row 2—Janet 
Hines, Ann Knolmar. 
Lorlindillun 
Originality prize—"Poet EN 
press" - Lancer Society. 
-Sweepstakes winner - "A 
Rose in Bloom" - Meta-
phonian Society. 
Serious Theme prize—"Met 
aphor"—Sachsen Society. 
 
 
Beauty Theme prize' 'For-
est Home' '—Palmer Society. 
QUEEN ARDITH Owen and her court, Fran Preece, JoAnn D'Andrea, Janet Hines, and Ann Knolmar, rode on the 
majestic float created for them by the Freshman class. 
An annual event in the fall that both present students and alumni looked forward to was the Homecoming Day. Freshmen and 
society members had planned and anticipated the day eagerly weeks in advance. The parade, the "CampusScope" as its theme, was 
the longest in the college's history. Over 40 entries were featured, including an alumni float, the Queen's float, and a float from Oxy, 
our rival in the game that afternoon. Brunches were held for returning alumni of all societies, as well as one for alumni and students 
without society affiliation. The Homecoming Dance in Johnson Hall patio ended a fun-filled day and a sleepless week of preparation. 
Humorous Theme prize - 
"Hold That Tiger"—Ortho-
gonian Society. 
LAUGHTER FILLED the air as Frank Sekeris dipped into his pantomime 
entitled "A Lady Taking a Bath." 
A huge twelve-foot snowman 
outside the San Marino Women's 
Club greeted couples as they ar-
rived at the Sachsen's Snowball. 
Featuring LaVerne Boyer and his 
orchestra, atmosphere was created 
with old - fashioned Christmas 
decorations and the traditional 
Mistletoe Trellis in the center of 
the floor. Frank Sekeris provided 
entertainment during the inter-
mission. Another feature of the 
dance was the first display of the 
Sachsen sword. A very successful 
dance was the Snowball! 
IE CHRISTMAS spirit filled the air as students danced beneath glittering decoration. 
 
Snowball CHRIS HAGEN and Margie Nox-heim relax on the sidelines between dances. 
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EXPRESSIVE FACES reflect the audience's 
amusement at the entertainment. 
Side Saddle JOE GUDMUNDSSON won the $25 savings bond offered in the beard contest. 
Bearded he-men and full-
skirted gals danced in an atmos-
phere of colorful posters depicting 
frontier life, checkered table-
cloths, bales of hay, and a swing-
ing barroom door at the tradition-
al Side Saddle Hop presented by 
the Orthogonians. Entertainment 
was certainly original, with a shit 
by some of the members, and a 
lively, to say the least, Chug-a-
Lug contest -with root beer. A 
Savings Bond of $25 was award-
ed to the couple which best rep-
resented the western theme. 
WESTERN GEAR was the order of the evening as Poets danced at the Side 
Saddle Hop. 
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The ghosts were out in iuii force at 
the Penn's annual Headless Hop, held 
at the Hacienda Recreation Park near 
Puente. The dance, with its Halloween 
atmosphere, featured informal attire, 
unusual decorations, and masks of all 
sorts. Prizes were given for the funniest 
and most original masks, with the 
pumpkin-heads winning out. Providing 
the music for the evening was Rey 
King and his band. 
WS PRESIDENT Carleen Finney recovers from Frank Sekeris' unexpected 
dss as he accepts the title of Mr. Moderne. 
"Mood Moderne" was the theme for the annual Poetess 
Prom, sponsored by the AWS and held at the Pasadena 
Athletic Club, with Hal Lohman's orchestra providing the 
music. The presentation of a mug to Mr. Moderne, alias 
Frank Selceris, was the highlight of the dance. Decorations 
were striking with colors of coral, black and white. 
RED AND white polka-dot patches under Mr. Moderne's and Mike 
Armer's tails left their dates with mixed emotions. 
Poetess Prom 
THE DANCE floor at the Athletic Club was 
crowded with Poetesses and their favorite Poets. 
02 
p 107 M1111a hall Headless Hn 
TEMPORARY HAWAIIANS danced in the sand as Dick 
Shoop-a-poopi's band played the Grass Skirt Shake. 
Girls in sarongs or muu-muus and fellows in berinudas 
and Hawaiian print shirts invaded the Lancer Mona Kai, 
held at King Kameamea's Palace in Huntington Beach in 
April. Entertainment at the dance included a Hawaiian 
dance and a special skit. Custom made palm-leaf head-
dresses were made at the hat-maker's booth. A large crowd 
danced to the music of Dick Shoop and a good time was 
had by all! 
NO FEAR of goblins here as Suzie Redman, Phil Alvarado, Lois Fitz-
Gerald and Oalcie Martin dance on. 
AS CLEVER with his tongue as with 
his hands, the Royal Hawaiian weaves 
a story with every hat. 
DIRECTOR SHARON Rosson Ted the Metaphonians to victory as they copped both the Women's 
Large Division award and Sweepstakes. 
SIX LOVELY voices created beautiful music and won the Small 
Division for the Metaphonians. 
CHAIRMAN BARBARA Morgan looks 
on as Sharon Rosson accepts the Sweep-
stakes award for the Mets from President 
Smith. 
Spring Sing 
01 
THE LANCERS Society, under director Dan McCaughna, sang their way to first 
I)Idce in the Men's Large Division. 
AINORIEMMM 	
FRESHMAN CLASS members, under the leadership of Joan Vaughn, took first place in the Mixed 
Division. 
The 7th annual Spring Sing, 
under the chairmanship of Bar-
bara Morgan, was a very success-
ful event. M.C. Frank SeI<eris 
kept the ball rolling with quick 
quips on all the songs that were 
sung. The period of waiting for 
judges' decisions was made easier 
for the audience and participants 
with community singing and a 
song rendered by the Spring Sing 
directors. The announcing of the 
winners was a time of great ex-
citement. 
1 O• 
      
 
 
 
 
 
MUSIC CLUB for the Deaf performs for the Stu-
dent - Faculty game. 
 
BOUNCING BOB Reinstedt attempts to pass. 
      
       
 
 
Sponsored by the AMS and providing 
a hilarious evening's entertainment was 
the Student-Faculty Basketball Game. 
Faculty members participated as team 
members, songleaclers, yell leaders, water 
boys and referees. Making up their own 
rules as they went along, anything was 
legal from standing on each other's 
shoulders to running down the court 
carrying the ball. All in all, it was a very 
profitable evening for the chapel fund. 
 
STUDENTS CHEER their side on as they wait to 
enter in relief. 
STUDENT TEAM—Vince Deveney, 
Bill Farrell, Ted Staples, Bill Marumoto, 
Pat Putnam, Fred Slater, Bruce Martin, 
Tex Baker, Homan Moore, Ed Ferguson, 
Bill Wilkins—coach and captain. 
FACULTY TEAM—Len Craven, David 
Bender, Ben Davis, Milo Connicl<, 
George Tenopir, Aubrey Bonham, Elmer 
Johnson, George Allen, Bob Reinstedt 
COUCh and captain. 
Basketball? 
QUEEN ED Gaylord is escorted into the gym by Princesses 
Harvey Charnofsl<y and Bernie Berger. 
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"PUT UP your hands, you villain!" 
Open-air theater was a new innovation of the 
Poet Theater in the fall as two one act plays were 
presented before appreciative audiences. "Curse 
You. Jack Dalton" was a gay and thoroughly de-
lightful melodrama which kept audiences in sus-
pense and laughter all at the same time. Neither 
a truer gentleman, a prettier or more frightened 
heroine, nor a more villainous villain could ever 
be found than in this play. 
Jack Dalton 	 Mr. D. 'Westsmith 
Egbert Van Horn 	 Mr. W. Caplinger 
Richard Blair 	 Mr. R. Williams 
Mrs. Donna Dalton 	 Miss J. Stone 
Bertha Blair 	 Miss S. Ehinger 
Anna Alvarado 	 Miss P. Chatfield 
Eloise Dalton 	 Miss M. Ogle 
Supernumeraries 	 Mr. Sft, Mr. Seidelman, 
Mr. Palmer, Misses Sherman and Lee 
"AN ONION a day is the secret of my great 
strength!" 
 
"[urse You, Jack D alton" 
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"YOU ARE sentenced to eat bread and water in perpetual imprisonment." 
"IF I am not in a state of grace, may the Lord 
lead me to it; if I am, may He keep me in it." 
08 
On the more serious and dramatic side of the 
open air productions was the excellent perform-
ance of "The Trial of St. Joan." Audiences re-
newed their acquaintances with the Familiar story 
of the young girl who had a vision and went 
forth to fight for God and her country and finally 
to die at the stake. 
ClaerI< 	 Art Seidelman 
Canon D'Estivet 	 Wade Lamming 
Ladvenu 	 Don Graham 
Chaplain de Stogumber of Winchester 
Gordon Blackman 
Canon de Courcelles 	 Bob DeRitis 
Bishop of Beauvais 	 Robert Teeter 
Inquisitor 	 Dan Santo 
Joan 	 Jacquie Wilson 
Executioner 	 Bill Gladkowskv 
"51. Juan" 
"YOU CAN wipe for the rest of your life, mister; hut 
you'll never wipe off that yellow stain." 
"PLEASE READ us that fitness report, Captain 
Queeg." 
"I'D EXECUTE that classic naval maneuver 
known as 'getting the hell out of there.'" 
The action relived on the Interim Theater stage 
was that of a court martial. The ship was the 
U.S.S. Caine; the captain who was relieved of 
:ommand, Lt. Corn. Philip Francis Queeg. The 
ill-male cast kept audiences excited and waiting 
or every turn of events as the story progressed. 
Fhis first presentation of the new Interim Theater 
layed to a fall house every night. 
Drderly 	 Robert Teeter 
Stenographer 	 Don Graham 
A Stephen Maryk 	 Wade Lamming 
t. Barney Greenwald 	 Bill Gladl<owsl<y 
Lt. Corn. John Challee 	 Dan Santo 
Captain Blakely 	 Dan Swift 
Lt. Corn. Philip Francis Queeg 
	
Art Seiclelman 
Lt. Thomas Keefer 	 Gordon Blackman 
Signalman Third Class Junius Urban 
Joe Carotenuti 
Lt. Willis Seward Keith 	 Jim Henderson 
Capt. Randoif Southard 	 R. Nelson Palmer 
Dr. Forrest Lundeen 	 Walt Caplinger 
Dr. Bird 	 Dave Westsmith 
Members of the court 
Gene LaBlond, Bob Lowe, 
Bob DeRitis, Ron Zimmerman 
Ensign 	 Dick Cavenah 
Ensign 	 Bob McClellan 
"[cjurt Martial" 
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"YES, IT is you Anna; I would know your voice anywhere." 
Was she the real Princess Anastasia or not? That was the question 
that confronted Prince Bounine, the Dowager Empress, and even 
Anastasia herself. his story of a make-believe princess, the sincere 
emotions that were portrayed, and the fine performances turned in 
made this production one that the audience would not soon forget. 
"THE PRINCE has been horribly extravagant." 
"YES, PRINCE Bounine you were always a man. 
who when it came to the parting of the ways, took 
both ways." 
C hernov 	 Joseph Carotenuti 
Varya 	 Mary 'Wolfe 
Petrovin 	 Dave \?Vestsmith 
Prince Bounine 	 James E. Henderson 
Sergei 	 Dick Morton 
Anna 	 Jacquie Wilson 
Counsellor Drivinitz 
Gordon D. Blackmon, Jr. 
Sleigh Driver 	 Daniel Swift 
Charwoman 	 Margaret Breckenridge 
Dr. Serensky 	 R. Nelson Palmer 
Dowager Empress 	 Evelyn Quick Biddle 
Baroness Livenbaum 	 Elaine Smith 
Prince Paul 	 Don Graham 
"Anastasia" 
I 0 

Janet Hue Janet Hines 
Roberta Hodge 
Julie Hopewell 
J0 Anne D'Andrea 
Sandy Davidson 
Patti Fazal<erley 
Joan Ferl 
Lois Fopiano 
Arleta Furiado 
Lee Ann Hawley 
Kathy Heacock 
Gayle Hopkins 	 Natalie Kennedy 
Jackie Hughes Elaine Knickerbocker 
Barbara Peck 
First Semester 
President 
Virginia Benson 
Second Semester 
President 
Ann Knolmar 
Lynne Larraway 
Alheiii'ans 
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Betsy Coan 	 Annette Cooper 
Carol Ann Stewart 
Nancy Stombaugh 
Lynne Stone 
Ann Larson 
	
Jane Lynn 
	
Marilyn Mark 
	
Carole Martin 
Donna Moore 
	
Jana Mortrude 
	
Arclith Owen 
	
Pam Peck 
Patsy Phillips 
	
Janet Pitzer 
	
Rose Ridge 
	
Shirt Russ 
Marilyn Stutzman 
Athenian Society members can look back on a year of fun and 
hard work. Their float in the Homecoming Parade represented both. 
Fall activities included selling licorice for \WUS and working 
with the alumni to present a Dessert Fashion Show, the proceeds 
of which went to the Chapel Fund. Parties, informals, two rushes, 
and Spring Sing kept the A's busy and happy until the end of the 
year. 
Marge 'Williams 
KATHY HEACOCK and 
Carole Martin were two of the 
many Athenians who enthu-
siastically greeted new mem-
bers, Julie Hopewell and 
Elaine Knickerbocker. 
Marilyn Yates 
Janet Ziler 
1 13 
Cathi Agnew 
	 Bonnie Barneke Alice Barnes 	 Laura Lou Daus 
Beverly Williams 
First Semester President 
Marlene Dreher 
Sydna Ellis 
THE IONIANS and their director, Arline Votaw, look 
a little weary after a long Spring Sing practice. 
Marilyn Emerson 
Ellen Fish 
Carol Brummel 
Second Semester President 
Virginia Forrester 
Suzanne Gillespie 
Ellie Gore 
Lee Griffin Diane Grunernay Luene Holmes 	 Marilyn Hunter 
1.14 
Carolyn Jones 
Carolee King 
Jane Krumwiede 
Carol McLeod 
Meta Mitchell 
Anne Rhodes 
Edie Pancook 
Marjorie Parker 
Mary Pat Powell 
Katherine Reedall 
Nicki Nicholl 
Nancy Lee Riddle 
Ionian Society members chalked up two 
more fun-packed semesters as this year 
came to a close. Looking back, we see the 
beach party in warm September, the the-
ater party and homecoming activities of 
October, and the gay but sleepless slum-
ber party at the home of Dr. James. Long 
will they remember the evening of the 
Progressive Party. Christmas came and 
lonians caroled the 'Washington Rest 
Home. The busy spring semester was a 
whirl of parties and activities, the l,igh-
lights of which were the Funny Valentine 
Party, the Spring Rash, winning second 
place in the Spring Sing, and a dinner 
dance in Laguna Beach. 
Betty Shakeley 
Cleta Smith 
Lucy Smith 
Alice Triggs 
Audrey Tryon 
Arline Votaw 
athy Whitlock 
an 'Wolfenden 
'101111'ans 
1 15 
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Janice Lund 
Phyllis Luther 
Shannon Mihid 	 Lois Okahiro 
Barbara Morgan 	 Paulie Rayburn 
ussie Andreatta 
Shirley Davis 
Chris Earley 
Yvonne Ft 
Gerry Foye 
Margaret Fuchs 
Patti Givens 
Lorna Curtiss 	 Averill Davis Betty Ann Baptiste 
Wilma Kamal<ana 
First Semester President 
Meredith Kimball 
Pat King 
Carolyn Kuns 
Lynn Kyte 
Sharon Reed 	 Joyce Robare 
	
Sharon Rosson 	 Janie Rutherford Marion Schwander 
Mary Ellen Spancer 
Donna Searing 
Judy Stone 
Nancy Sharpe 
A picnic held at Penn Park started the year 
off for the Metaphonians. Their float in the Flome-
coming parade won the sweepstakes award for 
them. As a Christmas party and project, Mets 
sang for the patients in General Hospital. Between 
semesters a week-end party in the mountains was 
Coralynn \Veinert Phyllis Winslow 	 held. The perfect blend of their voices won for 
them two first places and the sweepstakes award 
in the Spring Sing. 
Nancy Yoder 
	
Chris Zimmerman 	 Florence Spencer 
Jeanette Weir 
HIGHLIGHT OF the Mets' installation ceremony was 
the tapping of second semester president, Cita Mills, b 
retiring president, Willie Kamakana. 
Cita Mills 
Second Semester President 
Mellaplionialis 
Claudia Andres 	 Debbie Baer 	 Jane Barton Margaret Breckenridge Virginia Buck 
Sharon Anderson 
 
Peggy Parker 	 Evelyn Klees 
First Semester President 	 Second Semester President 
Charlene Catlin 	 Janie Cook 
	
Carol Draper 	 Joan Enz 	 Lois Fitzgerald 
	
Bobbie Gornes 
Marlene Catlin 	 Pat Coon 	 Carolyn Dundas 	 C arleen Finney 	 Roberta Garrett 
	
Sylvia Hildretli 
18 
Homecoming activities for Palmers included winning 
the Beauty prize for their float. Members and their dates 
kicked up their heels at the "Gay Nineties" for their in-
formal. San Pedro was the scene of a successful dinner 
dance. Installation of new officers was held at the Shangri-
La with Peggy Parker taking over first semester duties 
and Evelyn Klees second semester. Members participated 
in the WUS drive on campus to help the Hungarian 
refugees. An exciting day at Disneyland was in store for 
members and rushees. Twenty-two new faces, including a 
Fisk exchange student and one from Stetson University, 
joined with the old members after pledging to participate 
in the Spring Sing. 
PaImprs 
Betty Uyeno 
J0 Ann Vandette 
Jacquie Wilson 
Kay Wiquest 
Ruth Thompson 
Kay Turley 
Doris Molumby 
Barbara Oncirasik 
PALMER RUSHEES and their sponsors gather around 
the table for coffee before starting to Disneyland. 
Charlotte Owens 
Dottie Quackenbush 
Helen Resecic 
Juley Scharer 
Louise McMillan 	 Alma Martins Edith Mathews 	 Loretta Mattson Karel Houtz 
	
Jan Lake 
Joan Lambie 
First Semester President 
Selma Barta 
	
D aria Bonomi 
Nancy Benes 
	
Sherill CapeIl 
The Thalian Society activities were many and varied this 
year. Members started the year off with a Pizza and Swim 
Party. The Huntington Sheraton Hotel in Pasadena set the 
scene for an informal dinner. The Homecoming parade saw a 
float entered by the Thalians, and an autumn theme greeted 
alumni at the Homecoming Brunch at the Shangri-La. Pro-
ceeds from a peanut sale went toward the VS/US drive, and 
members also pledged toward the chapel fund. 
With a theme of "Mystery," members and spring rushees 
enjoyed a play at the Pasadena Playhouse. Rounding out 
the year was participation in the Spring Sing, and their 
informal. 
Betty Carter 
	
Donna Curry 
	 Margaret Fairfield 	 Anna Fujishige 	 Gena Lee Hill 	 Glenna Hunt 
Shirley Cote 	 Marion Davies 
	 Doris Fitzgerald 	 Alice Hewlett Mary Ann Hosicinson 'Virginia Jacobson 
10 
Carole Giles 
Second Semester President 
PRESIDENT JO Lambie looks on as Nancy Benes 
and Carol Oberson serve tea and cookies to new women 
students. 
Phyllis Jacoby 
Carol Oberson 
Pat Prantalos 
May Sato 
Kay Short 
Marilyn Wyatt 
Haunani Judd 
Barbara Opclale 
Mary Robson 
Sue Scruton 
Peggy Shoup 
Yvonne Wyatt 
Betty McCulloch 
Nancy Perrine 
Adrienne Rogers 
Diane Selvala 
Pat Sowers 
Delores Young 
Thatil ans 
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After a multitude of friendship teas, rushes, 
and acceptance teas, Pledge Presents revealed 
81 new spring pledges to the women's societies. 
Doing all sorts of odd jobs for the members 
such as ironing, washing windows, typing, or 
just having good candy at all times was enough 
to win points or minutes for them in their 
Pledge books. Informal initiation brought appre-
hension and then relief. With the formal initia-
tion they handed back their pledge pins and 
took their places as full-fledged members. 
PALMER PLEDGES—Row 1—Pat Eastman, Marilyn Bonham, 
Peggy Chatfield, Helen Tompkins, Donna Rich, Libby Kirk, Kathy 
Kroeger, Judy Skillman. Row 2—Janice Maraist, Suzanne Redman, 
Adele Parkins, Fran Preece, Sandy Gordon. Pat Odell. Row 3.-j 
Dagne Edmondson, Kris Holmberg, Judy Osborn, Luana Milligan. 
JoAnn Barry, Elizabeth Busc, Carol Pindle, Arline Maguire. 
MET PLEDGES—Row I —Ann Sherman, 
Judi Sawyer. Patsy Inouye, Joan Betts, Pam 
Sherman. Row 2—Suzy Thompson, JoAnn  
Mooney, Joan Harter, Leslie Sloan, Janet 
Latson. Row 5—Anne Welch, Liz Taylor, 
Gail Jiles. 
THALIAN PLEDGES - Betty Thompson. 
Jean Briggs, Esther Noguchi, Sylvia Ann Mil-
ler, Peggy Kinzer. 
Spring Pledges 
IONIAN PLEDGES—Row 1—Gwen Vaden, JoAnn Mitchell, 
Lynn Barstow, Vonda Stephenson, Patti Sax, Dottie Gregg, Dianna 
Nielsen. Row 2—Margie Hutson, Brenda Bateson, Nancy Borelli, 
Susie Edmonds, Pat Ashcroft. Diana Kane. Row 3—Adrienne 
Heltibridic, Jon Jordan, Deborah Macicay, Martha Mattson, Carol 
Burr. 
Correlation of the five women's societies is carried on 
by the Inter-society Council, made up of the president 
and inter-society representative of each group. Planning 
for the Inter-Society Formal and revision of constitu-
tions are taken care of by this council. 
ATHENIAN PLEDGES—Row 1—Julie Polzin, Florence Pickering, 
Nancy Nicholson, Deanna Robbins, Deanna Daly. Row 2—Marilyn 
Gore, Donna Everhart, Judy Boos, Dixie Martinez. Flossie Otto. 
INTER-SOCIETY COUNCIL—Row I—JoAnn Vandette, Evelyn 
Klees - President. Donna Searing, Marjorie Gregg, Laura Lou Daus. 
Row 2—Carol Brunimel, Bev Williams, Carole Giles, Carol Ober-
son, Cita Mills, Ginnie Benson, Carol Ann Stewart, Pam Peck, J0 
Lambie. 	
Inte:-5 r][iEty [mmdi 
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Don Exelby Richard Gaines Dave Alberts 	 Paul Appelbaum Wayne Daniels 
Bob Jertberg 
BRUISED FINGERS, tired eyes, and much satisfaction 
results from long hours of stuffing napkins for the Home-
coming float. 
Bob Jameson 
First Semester President 
Jerry Jertherg 
Dick Kaylor 
Clarence Kicselhorst 
Jim Lorenzen 
Jim Mitchell 
24 
Fernando Ramos 
Dick Rieholdt 
Ken Schrnutzer 
Fred Slater 
Registration day 'way back in September found ink 
blotters, given out by the Franl<lins, in the hands of 
every student. Members did not neglect to enter a float 
in the Homecoming Parade, nor to have a brunch for 
their returning alumni. A full social calendar kept the 
Franklins busy with two rushes, parties both stag and 
drag, informals, and their annual dinner-dance Christ-
mas party for members and their dates in December. 
The highlight of the year came when members took off 
between semesters for a snow party in the mountains. 
In the spring the Franiclins welcomed eight new pledges 
into the society. 
Jerry Stanfield 
Ron White 
Don Williams 
Ron Zimmerman 
Fraiil< 7011 
Dick Montgomery 
Second Semester President FranhIl'us 
Warren Bisbee 
Phil Alvarado 
Bob Bland 
Frank Branda 
Bruce Caldwell 
Larry Cann 
John Carroll 
Harvey Charnofsl<y 
Bob Cline 
Ken Deitz 
Jerry Ecl<els 
Dick Ehrgott 
Dick Ferguson 
Rh Elliott 
Rog Fredrickson 
Gordon Blackm 
Mike Armer 
Allan Arthur 
John Avila 
Edson Beebe 
Bernie Berger 
Bob Paholsky 
First Semester President 
Bill Kern 
Second Semester President 
Frank Ingram 
Marty Klure 
Bob Lassalette 
Virgil Lemley 
Bob Lowe 
Pat Yoneda 
Jack Grubbs 
Bill Harmon 
Don Harner 
Hap Hathaway 
Q7 
)an McCaughna 
uce McClelland 
Bruce Martin 
Joe Matich 
Don Morrison 
Dick Morton 
Bill Marumoto 
Warren Newman 
Bob Osborn 
Gabe Parocli 
Jim Peter 
A date party after the Santa 
Barbara football game began 
the Lancer season. It continued 
with participation in the 
Homecoming parade, a stag, 
and in December, a Gay 
Nineties party. The Valentine 
party in February was a suc-
cessful event, and the Ense-
nada Weekend in April was 
one that the Lancers and their 
dates will long remember. 
Everyone got into the act in 
April with the annual Mona 
Kai. The Spring Sing re-
warded the Lancers with a 
first place. 
Neill Richards 
Ron Roberts 
Dick Sallis 
Frank Sel<eris 
Dick Sh00 
Doug Stl 
George Takeyama 
Al Tanabe 
Ron Thorn 
Bill Turner 
Jim Watkins 
Bob White 
Bill Wilkins 
Cliff Winchell' 
Ed Wynkoop 
"ZACHARIE STOLE the cookies" was a well-remembered 
refrain after this Lancer party. 
Dave Adams 
	
Bill Brashears 
Joe Arcolio 	 Bob Burns 
Mickey Bevilacqua 
	
Paul Cheves 
Jim Daugherty 	 Bernard Ernst 
	
Harvey Garcia 
Vince Deveney 	 RI!! Farrell 
	
Ivan Guevara 
Ron Klepfer 
Wade Lamming 
Dick Herr 	 Harold Hickok 
.1 0 C I C i: I 
Carrying the Orthogonian snake this semester were six 
new pledges who helped to make it an active year. The first 
main activity for them was their float in the Homecoming 
Parade, for which they won the theme-humorous award. Two 
other events on the agenda for the fall semester were their 
Halloween and Christmas parties. In the spring members 
held their rush, initiation, and the annual formal dinner 
dance. The student body enjoyed the Side Saddle Hop 
sponsored by the "O's." Biggest event of the year was their 
weekend trip to Santa Barbara. 
Homan Moore 
First Semester President 
Urlhu4uRiaiis 
2 
John Renley 
Bob Rivers 
Joe Sarthou 
Jon Scharer 
Don Shaffer 
Jim Sturgeon 
Paul Downer 
Second Semester President 
"DEATH OF a Salesman" received a new and some-
what revised treatment as entertainment at the Side 
Saddle Hop. 
Bob Laskey 
John Leone 
Jim Olson 
Leonard Peden 
Pat Putnam 
George Valiance 	 Malcolm Young 
Bill Leschcr Bob Lies Bob Lucas Max McCartney 	 Jim Murphy 
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PUMPKIN-HEADS, Maury and Pat, and ghosts, Carol and Doug. walked away with the prizes at the Headless 
John Ch 
	
Don Duncan 
	
Charles Fall 
	
Bob Kester 
The William Penns gave a useful item to the student body in the 
form of their directory and an enjoyable item in the form of their annual 
Headless Hop. Other events keeping them busy this year were their 
homecoming float, a snow party, dinner dances and parties, and winning 
second place in the Spring Sing. An active alumni and members bought 
the doors for the proposed chapel. 
Don Alford 
	
Charles Andrain 
Gene Anderson 	 Gary Caylor 
Hop. 
50 
Penns 
Wade Holland 
Second Semester President 
Dave White 
First Semester President 
B lal<e Runcorn 
Dk Saffels Verl Stalians 
Bob Teeter 
William Thomas 	 Bill Tibbets 
Ernel Luther 
Willard Kimball 	 Peng Lim 	 George Lindrum 
Bill Morton 
Bob Perry 
'52 
Jack Emerson 
First Semester President 
Bill Bennett 
Jim Eyraucl 
John Gibbons 
5achspiis 
Mike Hoover 
Larry Jenkins 
Tom McCreary 
Dan Marble 
Don Martin 
Jim Allen 
Wayne Allen 
Don Bagwell 
Bill Patterson 	 Vic Pontrelli 
Bob Patterson 	 Marvin Read 
John Mineghino Dennis Musselman 
Art Seidelman 
Roger Spear 
Sandy Thomas 
Verne Tindell 
Jim Rouzer 	 Dick Salberg 
	
Art Schweitzer 
Winning the serious theme for their Homecoming float 
were the Sachsens. The entire student body got into the 
Christmas spirit at their annual Snowball dance. An informal 
dinner dance was also held, and members participated in the 
annual WUS week. In the spring they worked for the Memo-
rial Chapel Fund. A formal dinner dance was held, and the 
Spring Sing found them taking a third place. 
Tex McClain 
Second Semester President 
MR. SNOWMAN greets Sachsens Larry Jenkins, Jim Collins, Larry 
Hayes and their dates: Mary Millner, Lynn Greenwood, and Sandy War-
ren at the door of the dance. 
13!  
SAC! ISEN PLEDGES—Row i—Dan Santo, Chuck Garner, Clay Hollo-
peter, Jim Gate, Dave Bolick. Row 2—Dave Prince, Doug Hall, Jack Baker, 
John Gates, Jerry Rapier, Bob DeRitis. 
PENN PLEDGES—Row 1—Harry Btll, Torn Pasqua, Don Graham, 
Allan McKittrick, Bon Smith. Don Watson. R0 2—Larry Murray, Ron 
Wesner, Bob Edwards, Bob Roemmele, John Russell, Ed White, Nkern 
Ifeagwu. 
For approximately six weeks in the spring, life for men 
pledges is a time of doing everything for society members 
from ushering at a performance to carrying their books. 
They must be on call at all times. This last spring was no 
exception. Carrying their pledge books at all times and 
wearing their pledge pins, the sixty-four new members of 
the five men's societies took part in many antics before 
pledging ended with the informal initiation in May. 
ORTHOGONIAN PLEDGESR00 1—LeRoy Anderson, Jim 
Sutton, Dick Cate. Row 2—Vince Asaro, Sam Lalaian, Dick 
Trueblood. 
Spring Pledges 
LANCER PLEDGES—Row 1—Jerry Garthe, Wayne Harvey, Bill Ho!-
linger, Torn Marurnoto, Bill Kelley, Dick Dickson, Ed Gaylord. R0 2—
Carroll Hooks, Dick Cavenah, Torn Soule, Loren Hailey, Bill Noitholl, Joe 
Carotenuti, Ted Staples, Lynn Blystonc. Row 3—T010 Perkins, Milt Stark, 
Mike Kern, Dick Runels, H01 Colcbaugli, Bill Borot, Al Balcn, Ed 
Ferguson. 
FRANKLIN PLEDGES—Row I—Gordon MacKenzie, Mike Murphy, 
Torn Williams. R0 2.-'Iry Hendrick, Blake Ramsey, John Weed. 
S p orts 
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COACH GEORGE Allen (left) 
and Captain John McMurtry 
teamed to fashion an impressive 
2-1-1 conference record, good for 
a tie for second place. 
The 1956 Football season at Whittier was one highlighted by a 14-14 tie with the highly touted Air Force 
Academy midway through the season, a successful homecoming victory over arch rival Occidental College 32-14, 
and an almost SCIAC championship. That possibility was lost in the final SCIAC game, losing to Redlands 34-13. 
When the final totals were in, Whittier had placed four men on the all conference squad Tackle Paul Downer 
was the lone Poet on the first squad while Ed Wynkoop, end; John McMurtry, guard; and Gary Campbell, tail-
back, all made the second team. 
Statistically the Poet team ranked high among the SCIAC teams in most departments being most effective in 
pass defense. Gary Campbell, after a slow start, finished the season well up in the total offense figures. 
Row 1—Bill Farrell, Virgil Lemlcy, Jim Brundage, Ronnie Roberts. Ed \Vynkoop. Vince Deveney, Bob Lies, Dick Morton. Row 2—John McMurtry, 
Charles McMurtry, Ron Roberts, Bill Brashears, Dick Ferguson, Joe Sarthou, Harold Hickok, Dick Beam. Row 5—Harvey Garcia, Bob Paholskv, 
Bill Leschcr, Paul Cheves, Bob Rivers, Milt Stark, Max McCartney, George ValIance, Ron Klepler. R0 4—Chuck Weller, Dave Jordan, Ralph 
Tallant, Jon Scharer, Sam Lalaian, Jack Cline, Pat Putnam, Ed Thomas, Len Peden. Row 5—Jim Sutton, MaxFields, Dave H0ll0d, Buzz Bennett, 
Ron Tbb5, Gary Campbell, Bob Lucas. 
Football 
36 
Ronnie Roberts Vince Deveney 
Paul Downer 
All Conference 
Whittier 	 El 
Santa Barbara 24 
Jim Brundage 	 Jim Sutton 
The Poet Varsity, in their opening game, played the Santa Barbara 
Gauchos bowing 0-24. Santa Barbara scored in almost every possible way. 
Their first score came midway through the first period on a fourth down 
plunge from the one yard line after the Whittier defenses had managed 
to hold for three successive plays. The ether scores came on a 57 yard 
punt return, a 53 yard pass and running play, and a 24 yard field goal. 
Statistically the game was much closer than the score indicates. On the 
ground Santa Barbara gained 169 yards while Whittier compiled a total 
of 161 yards. 
Above: VINCE DEV-
ENEY (#22) is shown 
breaking up a potential 
pass. 
Left: WHITTIER IS seen 
making a goal line stand. 
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Whittier 7 
Barstow EE 
Harvey Garcia 
Dk TVJorton 
Jack Cline 
Gary Campbell 
All Conference 2nd 
Team 
Whittier ht the winning column in their second 
game when they traveled to Barstow and defeated 
the experienced squad from the Marine base 7 to 
6. Shown above is Len Peden breaking up a pass 
play with the help of Harvey Garcia. At right is 
Bill Lescher running up more yardage that helped 
bring Whittier home from Riverside victor over 
the University of California to the tune of 59 to 0. 
Whittier 5 9 
Riverside [I 
Bob Lucas 
Oxydize Ox! The var-
sity did their part in making 
the 1956 Homecoming cele-
bration one to be remem-
bered, pulling the Tiger's 
tail to the tune of 32-14. 
This kept the perpetual 
shoe trophy in Poetville for 
another year. 
VIRGIL LEMLEY is shown heading for 
the goal line after gathering in one of the 
many long passes by Gary Campbell that 
spelled the Tiger's humiliation. H(imPcnT_T_i_111q 
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Bob Lies Chuck Weller 
Dave Holland Ron Klepfer 
Ed Wynkoop 
All Conference End 
Whittier J P 
HXY 	 t/_1 
games. 
Whittier 2 El 
[al. Tech 7 
BOB PAHOLSKY'S 
talented toe won several 
Ron Roberts 
Max McCartney 
Len Peden 
Charles McMurtry 
The Whittier Varsity made it two in a row in SCIAC 
play when they hosted the Cal-Tech Beavers and sent 
them home losers 20-7. Two vital factors contributing to 
the win are shown as Gary Campbell (above) breaks 
away for a long scoring run and Bill Farrell (right) looks 
on while Ed Wynkoop attempts to snag a pass from two 
Beaver defenders. 
.40 
Scurrying from behind in the final quarter of the game 
•he Poet varsity tied Pomona-Claremont to remain unbeaten 
Dut once tied in SCIAC play. Wingbacic Bob Paholsl<y 
(above) made the entire scoring effort for the Poets by catch-
ng two passes for T.D.'5 and l<icl<ing both extra points. 
Joe Sarthou 
	
Pat Putnam 
Whither 14 
Pomona 14 
 
Jon Scharer 
Hard Driving Senior Win ghac1 
Max Fields 	 Virol I .'rnlev 
 
Whittier had the ball on 
the nine yard line of Po-
mona as the final seconds 
of the flame ticked away, 
but the final score was a 
heart-breaking 14-14. 
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Dick Ferguson 
Whittier 14 
Air Force 14 
FOR PLAY such as is shown at right, Dick Beam was awarded 
the Earl Douglas Shoes after the game. Below: Tackle Bill Bra-
shears clears the way for another Campbell run. 
ONE OF the signal 
callers was George 
Valiance. 
I 
Paul Cheves 
Harold Hickok Dave Jordan 
"Ground the Air Force!" 
The Poet men rose to the 
occasion with a great team 
effort and held the favored 
United States Air Force 
Academy in check with a 
14-14 tie. For all around 
play this was undoubtedly 
their best game of the 
season. 
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ihittipr 	 13 
edlands 34 
THE LINE valiantly 
protects the extra point 
kicker. 
The SCIAC crown was at stake and Redlands seemed 
all too aware of the fact. A win over the Bulldogs would 
have left the Poets unbeaten in SCIAC play and in un-
disputed first place. When the gun sounded the better 
team for that evening had won but Whittier had fought 
all the way. 
)UGH THEIR faces give show of sadness the players 
he bench still shout encouragement to those on the 
IN THE center of the 
line was senior Ralph 
Tallant, 
Bill Brasliears 
Bill Farrell 
I 
Dick Beam 
Bill Lescher 
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THE RECORD 
We They 
Santa Barbara 	  0 24 
Barstow Marines 	  7 6 
New Mexico Highlands 	  21 21 
Univ. of Calif. at Riverside 	  59 0 
Occidental 	  32 14 
Cal Tech 	  20 7 
Pomona 	  14 14 
Air Force Academy 
	  
14 14 
Redlands 	  13 34 
Pepperdine 	  13 23 
THE YELL leaders ring the bell for a 
victory. 
GEORGE ALLEN, who resigned as head coach 
at the end of the season, confers with line coach 
Al Abajain. 
Buzz Bennett 
Jerry Rapier. Manager 	 Don Crawford, Manager 
VVY 
Ed Thomas 
Bob "Red" Rivers 
Senior End 
The Frosh football team, under the capable coaching of Beach Leighton, opened their season against Oceanside 
J. C. in a non-league encounter. The Oceanside team was packed with power and experience and both combined 
to roll over the Poetbabes 36-0. The next game, SCIAC opener, was with Cal-Tech and there the Frosh broke 
through with a tremendous 54-0 win. The next opponent to come before the determined Frosh was Redlands. 
The Bullpups had been heavily favored to win the Frosh championship. 
The Frosh changed this by putting in 
their best showing of the year and sent 
the BIl5 home on the lower end of 
a 14-7 score. The heavily contested tie 
at Occidental 13-13, put the Frosh in a 
position for the championship with only 
Pomona left. The Sagechicl<s were badly 
outclassed and It 38-0. The final league 
record 3-1-0 was good enough to give the 
Poetbabes the championship. 
R0 1.-.Jerry Cooper, Leroy Anderson, Rod Ledbetter, Dick Trueblood, John Fopuino, 
Ardie Williams. Row 2—Coach Beach Leighton, Mike Kern. Wayne Harvey, Dave 
Salem, Vince Asaro, Duke Reynolds, Loren Hailey, Bob Sanford, Coach Art Jessup, 
Coach Ron Tebbs. R0 3—Dick Cate, Gary Zucca, Jerry Corbett, Dan Santo, Dick 
Runels, Warren Rusgis, Harold Haagsma, Jon Miller, Don McCrea, Jerry Garthe. 
Marvin Hoover, line coach. Bob McClellen, manager. Froth Football 
'45 
FOOTBALL QUEEN Lynne 
Larraway (center) and her court 
(from left) Janet Hile, Natalie 
Kennedy, Lynne, Judy Boos, and 
Donna Rich reigned at the fall 
sports banquet. 
The annual Fall Sports Banquet was held at the San 
Gabriel 'Women's Club honoring the players and coaches 
of the varsity and frosh football teams. After a wonder-
fl dinner, Mike Peacarovich, former head coach at Loyola 
University spoke on the topic of the characteristics of a 
champion. The evening's arrangements were made b 
Larry Cann, Athletic Representative. 
PAUL DOWNER receives the 
Most Valuable Player award 
from the Chairman of the Ath-
letic Board of Control, Dr. Roy 
Newsom. 
THIS SEASON'S captain, John  
McMurtry, congratulates Pat 
Putnam and Virgil Lemley on 
being elected co-captains for the 
coming year. 
B an que t 
1-16 
A GREAT deal of the credit for the fine spirit the school had this year goes to yell leaders Bob 
Laskey, Jim Daugherty - head yell leader, Dick Herr, and Bob Burns. 
S p irit 
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THIS YEAR'S song leaders were: Lynne Larraway, Florence Spencer, Marilyn Yates, 
Nancy Stombaugh. 
LHnfPrPnip Champs 
Row 1Dean Spencer, manager. John Ogle, Malcom Young, Don Nichols, Jim Olson, Aubrey Bonham, coach. Row 2—Jim Buch-
ner, Ivan Guevara, Bob Zabel, Ken Whipple, Earl Reese, Ron Thom. Row 3—Bill Harmon, Denton Sonke, Chuck Hasley, Bob 
Enzweiler, Bob Osborn, Bob Bland. 
Coach Aubrey Bonham began his seventeenth season with only 
seven returning lettermen. With the aid of J.C. transfers and some 
hustling players, who saw limited action last year, this season's team 
was fashioned into one of the best in recent years. There was no 
"name" player but it was team hustle that enabled them to close 
the season play with a 19-win, 6-loss record. 
flashelfiall 
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THE RECORD 
We They 
80 La Verne 65 
55 'Westmont 66 
71 San Diego State 70 
62 San Diego University 46 
64 Arizona State (Tempe) 83 
94 Arizona State 	 (Flagstaff) 92 
62 Chapman 52 
81 Nevada Tournament 77 
45 Nevada Tournament 57 
65 Nevada Tournament 49 
78 Pomona-Claremont 58 
71 Occidental 65 
51 Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo) 54 
55 Redlands 49 
83 Chapman 82 
73 Cal-Tech 46 
70 Pasadena Nazarene 79 
64 San Diego State 58 
71 San Diego University 62 
73 Cal-Tech 59 
76 Pomona-Claremont 73 
58 Occidental 59 
107 Univ. of Calif. at Riverside 57 
63 Redlands 51 
96 Pasadena Nazarene 95 
63 Westmont (NAIA Tourney) 67 
I 4 
ALL CONFERENCE Bob Bland shoots a Iayup against 
Pasadena Nazarene. 
JOHN OGLE ties up the ball while Bland, Hasley, and Zabel look on. 
50 
Early season play was centered around non-
league opponents, the highlight of which was the 
Nevada Tournament. in the three game tourna-
ment Whittier lost only to the University of 
Nevada, the tournament champs, and chall<ed up 
wins over San Francisco State and Sacramento. 
With the start of the new year. the Poet men 
opened their league play with a game with Po-
mona-Claremont. A resounding 20 point win over 
the Sagehens served notice that Whittier had its 
eye on the top of the heap. in lilce manner, the 
other SCIAC foes met defeat, in the first round 
of play. 
ALL CONFERENCE Earl Reese pots two against 
Pasadena Nazarene. 
GUARD BOB Osborn drives up for a well-earned 
bucket against Redlands. 
BLAND JUMPS for two as Ogle and Zabel move in for the rebound and Osborn looks on. 
A 35 point win over Cal Tech started the second 
round of play but after that it was tougher sledding. 
With a narrow win over Pomona, the Poet round-
b allers then absorbed their first conference defeat at 
the hands of the Occidental Tigers. Bouncing back 
with true championship form, they met a fine Red-
lands team and emerged the victor with a 63-51 win. 
CHUCK HASLEY shows the form that nabbed 
him a berth on the All Conference second team. 
BOB ZABEL goes high for a tip-in. 
15 
SENIOR FORWARD Ron Thom drives in hard 
for two against Pasadena Nazarene as Enzweiler 
and Zabel jockey for rebound positions. 
CENTER JOHN Ogle gets one away against Oxy. 
JOHN OGLE sneaks through the defense of the Westmont Warriors for two. 
Above: THE TEAM is cheered on by an enthu-
siastic crowd. Right: REESE MANAGES two 
against a tough Westmont team. Bottom: HIGH-
FLYING Bob Zabel tries for two as Bill Harmon 
anticipates the rebound. 
In the last game of the regular season, the Poet men 
gave forth with one of their best team efforts in winning 
the double overtime contest from Pasadena Nazarene 
Crusaders by a slim one point margin, 96-95. This win 
enabled the Whittier five to enter the NAIA Playoff 
Tournament where they encountered a tough Westmont 
team. Seemingly unable to find the scoring range until 
late in the game, the Poetvillers' rally fell short and they 
suffered a heartbreaking 67-63 loss. 
AIA 
1,011rildill pill 
1 55 
TEAM-LEADING scorer, Al Balen, 
goes in for two quick ones. 
Row i—Wayne Harvey, Bill Kelley, Bill Hollinger, Bob Mitchell, Frank Branda. Row 2—Bob Sanford, Bob 
Bender, Bill Bornt, Al Balen, Coach Len Craven. 
This year's frosh team, although under-manned, made good 
account of themselves by posting a conference record of six wins and 
two losses for second place in the conference and a season record of 
fourteen and seven. Ably coached by Len Craven, the Poetbabes 
showed moments of brilliance, such as their league finale when they 
beat the Bullpups from Redlands, 73-66. Al Balen led the team but 
was given ample support by such standouts as center Bob Sanford, 
forward Bill Bornt, and guards Bill Hollinger and Bob Mitchell. 
BILL HOLLINGER fights through defenders for a well-
earned bucket. 
Frush Basketball 
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SHOWN ABOVE are some members of the All Intramural 
teams: Dick Sallis and Vester Glenn - football; Neill Rich-
ards, Bill Wilkins, Pat Putnam, and Max McCartney - bas-
ketball. 
The 1956 intramural season 
was inaugurated by the touch 
football league which found the 
powerful Independent team run-
ning away with the championship 
with a perfect 5-0 record. The 
highlight of the intramural year 
was the spirit and enthusiasm 
shown by the teams participating 
in the basketball league which 
was won by the Lancers with a 
7-0 record. The year concluded 
with an all school track meet and 
a tennis tournament. 
LEN PEDEN puts in two points 
for the O's in the championship 
game won by the Lancer Whites. 
Intramural 
1 5 -7  
The swimming team, hampered by a Tack of 
personnel, turned in a good account of themselves 
although they won only one meet in their con-
ference play. While short on numbers, they were 
long on spirit and drive. The sprints were the 
strong point of the team which was led by senior 
co-captains Dick Ellis and Bob Lowe, both of 
whom finished the season with a great showing 
in the blue ribbon class. Others that will aid 
next year's team are Peter Lea, backstroker; Jim 
Watkins and Larry Cann, topnotch breaststrokers; 
Al Tanabe, a versatile swimmer; Jim Sturgeon, 
one of the conference's better distance men; and 
Morris Fox, the team's one-man diving team. 
CO-CAPTAINS D I C K Ellis 
and Bob Lowe await the starting 
gun. 
Seated: Al Tanabe, Jim Watkins, 
Larry Cann, Bob Lowe, Jim Stur-
geon, Dick Ellis. Standing: Morris 
Fox, Doug Patton, Peter Lea, Ted 
Thatcher, Coach Elmer Johnson, 
Tom 'Winegar. 
Swimming 
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LARRY CANN and Jim Watkins are off and Hying. 
A SPLASH of water and the race is on. 
 
MORRIS FOX exhibits his pile 
form that won him many points 
in the diving competition. 
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Kneeling: Ron Kiepter, Chuck Hasley, Bob Osborn, Bob Seymour, Bruce Caldwell. Torn Perkins, Jim Haney. 
Standing: Assistant Coach Paul Chafe, Bob Zabel, George Valiance, Don Shaffer, Jim Olson, Milt Stark, Den-
ton Sonke, Coach George Allen. 
Backing up the co-captainship of Bruce Caldwell and Chuck Hasley, the Poet Varsity 
baseball team compiled a good win-loss percentage record. With the retirement of Coach 
Allen midway in the season, 'Wallace "Chief" Newman led the team through the rest of 
their schedule. Paul Chafe did a top rate job of backing both men as assistant coach. The 
team was troubled by control on the mound in the early season but pitchers Zabel, 
Klepfer, Sonke, and Haney improved greatly as the season progressed. Most of the team's 
offensive success can be accredited to the batting of Caldwell, Osborn, Olson, and Sey-
mour. Caldwell, batting clean-up, boasted an average of better than .400 while Seymour 
led the team in home runs and Osborn paced the team in RBI's. 
PROLIFIC PITCHER, Ron Klepfer, ex-
hibits his ability to knock out base hits. 
B as pfi all 
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CO-CAPTAIN BRUCE Caldwell slides in safely at third 
base. 
"CHIEF" NEWMAN, taking over at mid-season, con-
templates his next move. 
The infield, comprised of Bob Osborn, 1st base; co-
captain Chuck Hasley, 2nd base; George Valiance and 
Ron Thom, 3rd base; and Jim Olson, shortstop; turned in 
a creditable performance all season. Roaming the outfield 
were co-captain Bruce Caldwell, Bob Seymour, Don 
Shaffer, and Tom Perkins. Providing a backstop for the 
pitching staff was Milt Stark. 
DENTON SONKE, Whittier's "winningest" pitcher, delivers a hard, fast one against Cal Tech. 
T (J 
CO-CAPTAIN CHUCK Has-
ley rounds third after smashing a 
four-bagger. 
FIRST BASEMAN Bob Osborn stretches far to have the 
Cal Tech runner out by a stride. 
The 1958 squad will miss the 
services of senior members of this 
year's team; Zabel, Sonl<e, Thom, 
Hasley, and Caldwell; but 
should look forward to a good 
season based on the experience 
gained this year by the rest of the 
men. 
HARD HITTING Bob Seymour slides 
in safely under the catcher's glove. 
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CENTERFIELDER BOB Seymour heads home with the winning run in a conference game. 
DON SHAFFER attempts what 
appears to be a futile slide. 
SHORTSTOP JIM Olson is caught in a fatal run down. 
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Kneeling: Jerry Morgan, Bob Sanford, Al Balen, Dick Runels. Standing: Coach Art Jessup, Dan Santo, Blake 
Ramsey, Jerry Corbett, Jerry Cooper. 
The Frosh baseball team, coached by Art Jessup, wor 
the SCIAC crown and had a very successful overall sea 
son. Standout players were Captain Bob Mitchell, 2n 
baseman; Jerry Morgan, pitcher; and Jerry Cooper, short 
stop. The team, lacking experience at the season's offset 
learned rapidly as the season progressed and more thai 
made up for this lack with spirit and fight. Pitching an 
defense were the keys to the team's success in conferenci 
play. This was the first frosh baseball team that \Whittie 
has fielded in four years and the players made it a winnin 
effort, 
Frosh Baseball 
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Frosh Coach Bob Morgan, Jerry Stanfield, Dick Ehrgott, Jim Daugherty, Phil Alvarado, Bill Far-
rell, Mike Murphy, Peng Urn, John Avila, Coach Dick Spangler. 
The Whittier Varsity netters compiled a very respectable record during the 197 
season, meeting all of the top small college tennis teams in Southern California. 
Though not winning many matches, the individual play of members improved 
greatly and has made Coach Dick Spangler optimistic about next year's prospects. 
Captain Dick Ehrgott, the number one singles man, teamed with John Avila to 
form the top doubles entry for the Poet cause. Senior members of the squad were 
Avila, Ehrgott, and Jerry Stanfield. 
DICK EHRGOTT and John Avila com-
prised the top doubles team for the Poet 
netmen. 
Tennis 
4 
The Poetbabe tennis team boasted one 
of the best records in their rather sketchy 
history. John Weed and Bill Bornt, num-
ber one and two men on the ladder, 
teamed together to form a doubles combi-
nation that went undefeated in season 
play. Coach Bob Morgan set a precedent 
of intense training for the freshmen netters 
so that with such an attitude in future 
years, the Varsity may well he in conten-
tion for the SCIAC title. 
John Weed, Dick Cavenah, Ed 
Ferguson, John Gates, Bill Bornt, 
Tom Williams, C o a c h B o b 
Morgan. 
Frosh Tennis 
Cliff Winchell, Dick Ferguson, Gordon MacKenzie, "Tex" Baker, Oakie Martin, 
and Coach Bob Chit. 
The Poet linksmen, under the 
watchful guidance of Coach Bob 
Clift, could be seen every Mon-
day at Hacienda Country Club. 
The team played a full conference 
schedule, and while winning only 
one match against Cal Tech, 
they showed a great amount of 
spirit and improvement over past 
years. Highlight of the season 
was Gordon MacKenzie's shoot-
ing a 74 against Oxy for a new 
Poet record. 
hulf 
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Seated: Marty Kiure, Bob Bland, Bob Rivers, Jim Sutton, Joe Sarthou. Standing: Coach Aubrey Bonham, Dale 
Headley, Bill Marumoto, Roger Fredrickson, Dick Sallis, Ron Tebbs. 
The Varsity track team, low on man power but high 
on spirit, led by Joe Sarthou, finished the regular season 
with two meet victories; one over the combined forces of 
Pasadena, Westmont and Chapman and the other over 
Arizona State at Flagstaff. Senior Bob Bland, a standout 
performer in the season, competed in the broad jump, high 
jump, and sprints and led the team in total points for the 
season. 
CAPTAIN JOE Sarthou strains for the tape. 
Track 
16 
MARTY KLIJRE explodes with a tre-
mendous effort at the discus ring. 
22.3 
51.3 
2:05.5 
4:47. 
10:55. 
25. 
16. 
22' 44" 
5' 11" 
44' 1" 
125' 
168' 
10' 6" 
3:31.7 
SAILING OVER the sticks are Bob Rivers and Len Peden. 
220 
440 
880 
one mile 
two mile 
220 low hurdles 
120 high hurdles 
broad jump 
high jump 
discus 
javelin 
pole vault 
mile relay 
Tebbs 
Sarthou 
Morton 
Headley 
Headley 
Peden, Fredrickson 
Peden 
Bland 
Bland 
Rogers 
Sarthou 
Sallis 
Marumoto 
Tebbs, Morton. 
Sutton, Sarthou 
TRACK SEASON'S BEST MARKS 
100 	 10.2 
	
Tebbs, Peden, 
Fredrickson 
DICK SALLIS lets fly with the spear. 
166 
HIGH FLY ING  Bob Bland 
stretches for that 23 ft mark. 
Individual improvement was the byword with 
the Poet cindermen this year. Lacking the depth 
to make a real showing in the conference race, 
the members of the team did take great strides 
toward making next year and the years to follow, 
terrific track years on the Quaker Campus. 
RON TEBBS dashes for the tape 
as Jim Sutton closes in fast. 
SENIOR MILER Dale 
Headley strains under 
this grueling test. 
16 
Seated: Dick Trueblood, Loren Hailey, Duke Reynolds, Don McCrea, John Fopiano. Standing: 
Larry Murray, Vince Asaro, Steve Musselman, Ed 'White, Dick Cate, Coach Neil Zeigler. 
VINCE ASARO, Frosh record holder in both the discus 
and shot-put, sends the platter flying. 
68 
Three new standards were set by the Frosli 
track team during the 1956-57 season. Vince 
Asaro set records of 48' 8" in the shot-put and 141' 
10" in the discus while Captain Duke Reynolds, 
Loren Hailey, Bill Kelley and Steve Musselman 
teamed to set the mile relay mark at 3:31.8. 
Captain Reynolds and Asaro, the team's leading 
producers, added to their total in the All Confer-
ence meet as did Ed White in the mile. Loren 
Hailey in the shot-put, Don McCrea in the pole 
vault, and Larry Murray in the javelin. The 
squad, under the guiding hand of Coach Neil 
Zeigler, lacked experience at the start of the sea-
son but made a remarkable showing as the season 
progressed. 
Frush Track 

TOOTS AND PecWee Catlin discovered Calypso outfits were 
suitable for sports and dressy wear. 
1),leii ear 
"Whittier's Collegiate Fashion Center" 
121 S. Greenleaf 
	
1129 Quadway 
W4ittier ILL ,Store 
BOOKS FOR EVERYONE 
Office and School Supplies 
Hallmark Greeting Cards 
Fountain Pen Repairs 
Artist Supplies 
125 N. Greenleaf 
	
OXford 43955 
A ROLE MARTIN and Lee Ann Flawicy 100k over the selection of contemporary 
rcls. 
CO-OPERATIVE WHITTIER merchants gave students jobs on workday to help raise $1300 for the student union. 
Jhi't 
(Yodiep.3 
feat urilJ 
• KUPPENHEIMER Ci.OTI-IES 
• DOBBS HATS 
• ARROW SHIRTS 
• JAYSON SPORTSWEAR 
• SWANK JEWELRY 
• FRENCH-SHRINER SHOES 
127 E. Philadelphia St. 
Whittier 
PREXY HARVEY Charnoisky seems about to sell Veep Mike Armcr a 
skirt from Hill's. 
£nie cklcler5 
SHELL SERVICE 
Complete Tune-up and Brake Service 
We G0 S H Green Stamps 
524 E. Philadelphia 	 OXford 4-4115 
sjkvi N GS 
& LOAN ASSOCIATION 
MMMMW 
Serving three generations of American family 
orin nowIn 
CLEANERS AND DYERS 4!o 4 
Times 
a 
Year 
.SAVINGS INSURED.. 
)to W. Hadley OXford 9-1014 
9313 Colema Road 210 E. Philadelphia 
A Complete Department 
Store for Pets 
Whittier 
w4ittier Sr  ortin 	 oocLi 
JOHN "BAKE" BAKER '36 
157 S. Greenleaf 
Monte'j Camera Shop 
PHOTO FINISHING CAMERA SUPPLIES 
S & H Green Stamps 
142 N. Greenleaf OXford 4-3302 
Darlene Sweaters 
Rhodes Skirts 
Active Playwear 
Whittier /9i Store 
J4, Spot 
Text Books 
School Supplies 
Fountain 
ROBERTA GARRETT, Barbara Green, and Lorna Curtiss wait on The Sp 
lunch customers. 
223 N. Greenleaf 	 OXford 4-4308 
124 N. Greenleaf 
134 and 136 S. Greenleaf 	 Oxford 42-8346 
.ONNIE ROBERTS learns about the art of skin diving from proprietor, Bake Baker. 
172 
JARMEN 
for men 
VALENTINE 
for women 
1131 Quadway OXford 6-4319 
Whittier 
117 E. Philadelphia 
OXford 4-2077 
La Habra 
109 N. Hiatt 
OWens 7-1588 
ctr/ w9reró & Co. 
INSURANCE • REAL ESTATE 
l_A IJR A LOU Dau 	 SUrancc proklenis are solved at Earl "Tver. 
PEGGY SHOOP contemplates buying some new spring shoes as Don Duncan looks 01 
VeCta 'j S40ei 
ACROBAT 
for children 
EL MYERS & COMPANY 
fl/i/I 
ac J 
" 	 BRIGHT CORNER 
MEN'S WEAR 
Campus Clothing-our 
SpeciaIty 
Open Monday and Friday evenings 
until nine 
124 S. Greenleaf 	 OXford 4-7369 
 
SUMMER PROMISES to be bright for Ron Wesner and Wade Holland with 
new sportswear from Mac's. 
175 
314 S. Painter 	 OXho 8-3751 
Ef 	 OPEN EVENINGS 
J]  3 PAL 
 I __ k 
	
	
MONDAY fhru FRIDAY! 
ftc Largest Furniture S?ores.in the San Gabriel Valley 
( 
fs. 
:- .•'••• " 
115 W. Bailey 
OXford 4-7356 
7/CAREER wdA a FUTURE... 
For graduates who can qualify, 
we have interesting positions open 
in various departments of our 
organization. 
Employment is steady with regu-
lar pay increases, opportunity for 
advancement, special training, paid 
vacations and holidays, sickness bene-
fits and many other advantages. 
For further information, call at 
our Employment Office nearest you. 
General Telephone Company 
of California 
ONE OF AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING COMPANIES IN THE ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY 
Civic Center 
A Complete Floral Service for All Occasions 
-Aileen te  i 
HATS 
AND 
COSTUME JEWELRY 
)a9t-nejj Stationeri 
SCHOOL AND PARTY SUPPLIES 
GREETING CARDS 
TYPEWRITERS 
New—Used 
Buy—Rent 
140 W. Philadelphia 	 OXford 4-7475 
218 E. Philadelphia 	 OXford 4-3223 
OXford 4-2048 218 S. Greenleaf 
GET MARRIED 
But Ask Us First 
about 
Wedding Announcements and Invitations 
Poital cSiMo Printin.9f Service 
124 S. Washington Ave. 	 OXford 4-3763 
cfJct/ e2)ottV1w 
Jootwear 
Home of 
SPALDING SHOES 
116 E. Philadelphia 
PECK shows Larry Cann and Carol Ann Stewart samples of wedding announce- 
VUhillier c,t1ctuncIr j .ffjctihion Cleanero 
Approved "SANITO'NE" Service 
Oldest Established Laundry in Whittier 
JACK GRUBBS investigates dry cleaning equipment at the Whittier Laundry. 
OXford 4-3894 
SUZIE EDMONDS and Vic Pontrelli put 
their hest foot forward irs Earl Douglas 
shoes. 
OXford 4-7156 174 N. Greenleaf 
FASHIONS FOR LADIES 
"The Nicest Store in Town" 
158 N. Greenleaf 
OXford 4-7158 
M riam-4 
DICK SALBERG and Renee Bradlord pick up their clean clothes at Ray's. 
Rct jt C/ectneri 
"A Distinctive Shop For College Men" 
119 S. Greenleaf 	 OXford 4-3759 
LARRY MURRAY tries on some exclu-
sive sportswear at Vaupel's. 176 
OPEN DAILY 
9:30-5:30 
Monday & Friday 
'til 9:00 P.M. 
*STORE FOR MEN 
Repairing • Cleaning • Pressing 
416 E. Philadelphia 	 OXford 41-1397 
) 
TOOLS FOR A PLEASING, 
WELL-PLANNED YEARBOOK 
EFFICIENTLY PRODUCE[) BY 
2 aj printinj Corpora lion 
586 South Tiiomas Street, Pomona 
ENGRAVING BY 
Pelep'40n (!~nqpaving company 
1208 San Julian Street, Los AneIes 
CORALYNN WEINERT and Jim Watkins seem to be wishing dreams would come 
true in that new, low '57 Ford. 
irant 2ore & Sow 
FORD 
Sales and Service 
"Where Our Customers Bring Their Friends" 
w4ittier 
CLinkr ol Commerce 
"SERVING THE WHITtiER COMMUNITY' 
108 S. Washington 	 Whittiet 
TV 	 RECORDS 	 RADIOS 
HI Fl 	 SHEET MUSIC 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
V 
345 S. Greenleaf OXford 4-2081 
SALES OXford 4-7541 
SERVICE OXford 4-7147 175 N. Greenleal 
7jiA-0f1 o 
Popular 
DRIVE-IN 
802 E. Whittier Blvd. 
BILL PATTERSON and Brenda Bateson find its hard to choose from 
the many dishes listed on the menu. 
PAT ASHCROFT and Bob Perry are two of the many Whittier stu-
dents who patronize Nixon's Drive-In. 
COFFEE SHOP 
15801 E. Whittier Blvd. 
FAMILY RESTAURANT 
1540 E. Whittier Blvd. 
r4 
•*Kt 
178 
ThA 
so 	 COLSTS 
*ZYUSI flKflct TO 0410K 
E 
ELAINE KNICKERBOCKER and Ann Larson leave Tibbetts all set for a Jay at 
he beach. 
0"'ar-3 M.,&t 
The Best for Less 
WM. D. PADGETFE 
Finest Quality Meats 
ERNIE PAIK 
Garden Fresh Vegetables 
Philadelphia at Painter 
OXford 4-3814 
• FASHION WEAR 
• SPORTSWEAR 
• CHILDREN'S WEAR 
• ACCESSORIES 
Greenleaf at Philadelphia 
('ARLEEN FINNEY looks on as Bill invests some money with Quaker City. 
Quaher City 
FEDERAL 
.Savinp &' c,Loan 
ASSOCIATION 
135 S. Greenleaf 	 OXford 4-2695 
179 
NICK AND Al give Don Watson and Bob Roemmele a 'trim top." 
OLDSMOBILE 
Sales and 
Service 
Clint "Red" Harris 
Class of '34 
JAN JORDAN, Tom McCreary, Diana Kane, and Jack Baker certainly seem to be satisfied with their position 
in the new Oldsmobile 88. 
J]arri_l 00-4"IlJile 
622 S. Greenleaf OXford 4-5641 	 821 E. Whittier Blvd. 
Th & Vgarkr SL op 
"For a trim top in a trim shop" 
Gene and Crystal Clayton 	 Bob and Jean Ogclon 
Invite you to Bowl 
The Automatic Way 
at the Newly Remodeled 
1361/2 E. Philadelphia OXford 42-5472 
ROW&V Zane,,oni$  
11543 E. Hadley 	 OXford 9-9106 
2u lcfl er, $ 	c? 	 u pit(fft 	 / 
• SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
• OFFICE SUPPLIES 
• STATIONERY 
• PRINTING 
OXford 4-3252 	 OXford 4-3572 
III S. Bright Avenue 
180 
JANET HILE in new clothes from Myers makes a pretty picture. 
qers 
hittier 
COLLEGE STYLES FOR MEN & WOMEN 
Greenleaf at Bailey 	 OXford 4-5631 
Downtown Whittier 
JOYCE ROBARE and Gayle Hopkins try on Easter bonnets in Myers hat shop. 
HOME WARES 
YARDAGE 
GIFTS 
Wholesale-Retail 
QUAKEP )MAID 
MILK 
 
SPORTSWEAR FOR 
MEN and BOYS 
Ivy League 
Angeles Peggers and Cords 
High Style 
Quality 
Campus Wear 
Tuxedo Rentals 
No Deposit Required 
A sharp combination of Ivy 
League 3-Holer Sweater and 
a Shirt-Sweater with Con-
vertible Collar is shown by 
Jack Emerson. 
çreelllltvooclj S40 store 
 
MEN 	 WOMEN 
Porto-Ped 	 Air-Step 
Yorktown 	 Foot Flair 
X-RAY FITTED BY EXPERTS 
U/ m So,'ej  
OPTOMETRISTS 
161 N. Greenleaf Ave. 	 Whittier 
We give S & H Green Stamps 
2)1.. W /? cti;•3 
OXford 5-8715 
207 E. Philadelphia 
11113 E. Washington Blvd. 	 Whittier Downs Mall 
El) GAYLORD gives Doris Moltiinby a tray of n1ilk- as she serves in lie Campus Inn. 
Vt/hiiiier Sanitary 2air, Co. 
A COMPLETE LINE OF DAIRY PRODUCTS 
126-130 S. Comstock OXford 4-2622 
182 
SALESMAN tells Carol Brummel and Doug Skare that "Diamonds are a 
Best Friend." 
florrnan A. Smith & 
CREDIT JEWELERS 
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS 
Guaranteed Perfect 
Choice of America's Lovliest Brides 
	
WATCHES 
	
SILVERWARE 
	
171 N. Greenleaf 
	
Whittier 
Calvin Art Shop  
FOR GIFTS PEOPLE APPRECIATE 
Imports from Holland, Denmark, 
England and Germany 
Picture Frames, Greeting Cards, Pictures, 
Costume Jewelry 
126 N. Comstock 	 OXford 42-7396 
We give S & H Green Stamps 
in the Insurance 
Business, too.... 
MILLS INSURANCE AGENCY 
Arlington Mills'28 
113 E. Philadelphia 
	 OXford 4-4135 
  
DALLARD,: 
B aO CliETT I  
 
 
Sportswear Unlimited 
LORNA CURTISS and Donna Searing 
look like fashionable co-eds indeed in out- 
137 E. Philadelphia 	 fits from Ballard and Brockett. 
OXford 4-9638 180 N. Greenleaf 
183 N. Bright OXford 4-7526 
.ffJar,n ci' j .Jjarciwapc 
ctnc/ /0aini Company 
GIFTS, HOUSEWARE, 
and 
DO IT YOURSELF SUPPLIES 
w4ite 
- (f rnei"ó on Co~ . 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS 
R. D. White 	 C. E. Emerson 
401 E. Philadelphia 	 Whittiei 
SHARON CHRISTOFF and Julie Hopewell found that Farmer's Hardware is a 
good place to shop for shower gifts. 
Headquarters 
for Campus Styles 
WHITTIER QUAD • WEST ARCADIA 
1192 Quaclway 
JOANN D'ANDREA and Janie Ruther-
ford find fashions to fit every taste at 
Hinshaw's. 
84 
9'.t 0j w4itti" 
For Correct TIME Dial OXford 3-0611 
y courtesy of 
\A/liitUer's Only Home Owned Independent Bank 
FACULTY AND students both enjoy dropping in to cat at Jacks. 
RESTAURANTS 
).&J ?/tJIiiltier /E'eotauranl 
315 E. Whittier Blvd. 
)act 'j Salad Rod 
1527 W. Whittier Blvd. 
)ackj Reverly Jounlain 
Beverly at Norwalk 
in 'Ulhiluier 91' 
1 8 
Aileen's— 174 
American Savings and Loan 
171   1
Ashburn's 174 
Ballard and Brockett-183 
Bank of Whittier184 
Butcher's Office Supply— 180 
Calvin Art Shop-183 
Campus TogsI 72 
Civic Center Florists--174 
Clayton's Bowling Lanes-180 
Dave's Sportswear— I 82 
Day Printing1 77 
D & N Barber Shop 180 
Dress Bar— 170 
Drs. Sorey and C1I51 82 
Earl Douglas Footwear— 17 5 
Ear! Myers and Co, 173 
Ernie Childer's 171 
Farmer's Hardware-184 
Frank Dore and Sons, Ford-178 
General Telephone CompanyI 74 
Greenwood's Shoe Store-182 
Harris Oldsmobile —180 
Hill's Clothiers-- 171 
Hinshaw's 184 
Jack's Restaurants 185 
Jay-ness Stationers. 1. 74 
Lovell's— 178 
Mac's1 73 
Mills Insurance Agency— 185 
Miriam's Fashions-176 
Monte's Camera Shop 172 
Myers Department Store 181 
Nixon's Restaurants 178 
Norman A. Smith, JeweIerI83 
Orcutt's MarketI 79 
Orin Nowlin'sI71 
Penney's—I 72 
Peterson's Engraving—I 77 
Postal Litho Printing Service--175 
Quaker City Federal Savings 
and Loanl79 
Ray Cleaners 176 
Sy's Luggage Shop176 
The Spot-172 
Tibbetts Sportswear-1 79 
Vaupel's Store for Men-176 
Veatch's Shoes— 17 3 
White-Emerson Funeral 
Directors— 184 
Whittier Book Store 170 
Whittier Chamber of Commerce— I 78 
Whittier Laundry Fashion 
Cleaners-17 5 
Whittier Pet Store-172 
Whittier Sanitary Dairy. 182 
Whittier Sporting Goods 172 
186 
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Associated Men Students-69 
Associated Women Students-68 
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The annual office was a lively place all year as many hands helped 
record the year's memories. Thus, I wish to express my appreciation 
to: 
Day Printing Corporation for putting everything into finished form. 
Peterson Engraving Company, Stan Cullingham. and Paul Bush 
for turning our pictures into cuts. 
S. K. Smith Company for the covers we love. 
Mr. Dill for his superb pictures. 
Dean Reinstedt for his valuable advice. 
Advertisers who gave their financial support. 
Frank for his hours of work correlating art and layouts to cor-
respond to the basic theme of the book. 
Laura Lou for making sure that every picture was scheduled, 
taken, and pasted up. 
Lee for the literary portion of the book. 
Neill for portraying the dynamic aspects of sports. 
Doug for hours of tramping the streets and ringing merchants' 
bells. 
Joan, Doris. Pat, and Phyllis who compiled the index. 
Staff members without whom the editors would have been lost. 
And the 'Whittier College personnel who lent their support and 
co-operation. 
Thanks! 
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